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Resumen
Desde el surgimiento de la denominada Internet de las Cosas (IoT, Internet of Things)
[A+09], su incorporación a diferentes escenarios y ámbitos de aplicación ha sido constante
[GBMP13]. Incuestionablemente, la IoT representa sistemas hetereogéneos y dinámicos que
interconectan elementos tanto del mundo físico como del virtual, integrando sus atributos y
los datos que proporcionan en una red de información que, rápidamente se ha expandido en el
campo de las redes de sensores. Desde sus orígenes, y al amparo de su crecimiento, también
han evolucionado diferentes soluciones tecnológicas [Lee15] [SV15] hasta el concepto
más reciente de M2M (Machine to Machine (M2M)) que proporcionaría una solución de
comunicación amplia y genérica involucrando a grupos amplios de sensores para la provisión
de servicios orquestados utilizando procesos y protocolos complejos. De hecho, la utilización
de los dispositivos móviles, ampliamente utilizlandos por la población actual, como elementos
de interconexión [SKP+11] permite hablar de ecosistemas de objetos interactivos capaces de
autogestionarse y producir datos más complejos y estructurados [WGB99]. Algunos expertos
aventuran que, para el año 2020, habrá más de 26 billones de dispositivos interconectados a
través de la IoT [DSS+15].
Sin embargo, esta esperable densidad de dispositivos interconectados podría conllevar
un descenso en la eficiencia y eficacia de la red, pudiendo limitar la transferencia efectiva
de datos entre origen y destino debido al incremento de los tiempos de entrega [RMSM01].
Este previsible problema de congestión en las redes es un aspecto de interés en la comunidad
tecnológica [JGLP12], donde se han propuesto diversas alternativas que involucran las prin-
cipales tecnologías de comunicación, como Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS [CXL+14], en diferentes
ámbitos de aplicación, como el transporte, la salud, la gestión industrial, etc. [SM11].
En lo que respecta a las soluciones de comunicación, actualmente BLE (Bluetooth Low
Energy) ha surgido con mucha fuerza [GOP12], especialmente con los últimos dispositivos:
los Bluetooth proximity beacons o simplemente Beacons utilizados para que los dispositivos
BLE puedan difundir información entre dispositivos vecinos utilizando los denominados
advertisement packets [MHG+14]. Estas soluciones de difusión permitirían al usuario recibir
información diversa transmitida por los dispositivos cercanos y recogida automáticamente
xpor sus dispositivos móviles (fundamentalmente smartphones). Esta interacción fomentaría
la anteriormente mencionada sinergia entre el mundo físico y el virtual. Sin embargo, de
nuevo, la sombra de la congestión en la red surge, especialmente si se tienen en cuenta
algunos estudios que prevén que el número total de BLE beacons pueda exceder los 400
millones antes del año 2020 [ABI15].
Con el objetivo de atacar directamente a la sobrecarga de información en la red, surge
la idea de transmitir en función del interés de los receptores, evitando la transmisión de
información no relevante. De esta forma, utilizando sistemas que permitan una transmisión
basada en intereses, se mejoraría la calidad del servicio, QoS (Quality of Service) [FH98],
mejorando los tiempos de latencia y reduciendo la sobrecarga en la red. Esta filosofía abre
diversas opciones de trabajo donde los dispositivos son conscientes de los elementos a su
alrededor y, colaborativamente, son capaces de compartir información de interés en función
de las necesidades puntuales de comunicación (información turística, incidencias y/o eventos
en entornos urbanos, avisos puntuales, etc.)
Esta es, precisamente, el enfoque de este trabajo de tesis. Intentar proporcionar una
solución dinámica, basada en intereses que reduzca la cantidad de información difundida
en la red por los BLE beacons. De esta forma, se reduciría la elevada cantidad de datos
distribuida aliviando los previsibles problemas de congestión en la red, cuellos de botella
y aspectos relacionados. Sin embargo, esta propuesta choca frontalmente con la naturaleza
eminentemente estática de estos BLE beacons que normalmente se configuran manualmente
para diseminar información específica y han de ser de nuevo reconfigurados manualmente
para que esta información se vea modificada [Est16]. En principio, y atendiendo a esta
natauraleza estática de los BLE beacons se plantearía la necesidad de proporcionar un
número elevado de estos dispositivos, cada uno de ellos dedicado a difundir un subconjunto
de información, lo que redundaría en un incremento del tráfico en la red.
Por lo tanto, la idea de que esta información se adapte automáticamente a los intereses
de los dispositivos cercanos no parece que pueda ser realizada de una forma natural, pre-
sentándose un reto interesante que, en este trabajo de tesis, se ha enfocado en tres aspectos
complementarios. En primer lugar, el desarrollo de algún mecanismo que permita emparejar
los BLE beacons con los diferentes perfiles de usuarios circundantes y, especialmente, sus
intereses. En segundo lugar, implementar un sistema dinámico basado en intereses que,
efectivamente, sea capaz de difundir sólo aquella información asumida como de interés para
los dispositivos circundantes, adaptándose dinámicamente al contexto. Finalmente, es preciso
comprobar el rendimiento del sistema en diferentes escenarios, como prueba de concepto de
la solución propuesta.
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La figura 1.1 esquematiza la solución propuesta, objetivo último de este trabajo de tesis,
donde el sistema interactua con los dispositivos de su entorno para dinámicamente adaptar la
información difundida en función de los intereses de sus propietarios. Es decir, el sistema es
capaz de identificar los usuarios, y transmitir la información adecuada adaptándose en cada
momento. Esta solución se basa en una taxonomía de información que se parametrizaría en
función del ámbito de aplicación utilizando el soporte técnico facilitado por la especificación
de la solución BLE. En la figura se representan las tres capas del sistema. En primer lugar,
la capa dinámica (dynamic layer) representa la configuración dinámica en función de los
intereses de los usuarios. En segundo lugar, la capa de gestión de intereses (interest-based
layer) contiene los diferentes perfiles de usuario, se ocupa de reconocer dichos perfiles y de
la compartición de datos. Finalmente, la capa de aplicación (application layer) se ocupa de
la monitorización de la gestión de los usuarios y del uso/ocupación de los espacios, como
parte de la solución propuesta.
Antes de detallar las contribuciones de este trabajo, es preciso mencionar que existe una
solución comercial similar denominada Virtual BLE Beacon Cisco. Utilizando hardware y
software propietario Cisco Beacon Point hardware y CMX Cloud Beacon Center management
[cis17], este producto oferta una solución combinada BLE y Wi-Fi para interiores. Por una
parte, el sistema Connected Mobile Experiences (CMX) permite utilizar la información
recolectada desde la rede Wi-Fi para monitorizar la ubicación de los usuarios y facilitar,
así, información relevante que puede ser utilizada para difundir datos ad-hoc adaptados
a los usuarios del entorno. Adicionalmente, esta solución comercial proporciona otras
funcionalidades adicionales, como los denominados Virtual BLE Beacons que, gracias a
un sistema de subscripción como cliente de un software distribuido almacenado en una
arquitectura de computación en la nube, permite al administrador la difusión de información
estableciendo puntos de interés, que crean zonas de consumo de información y sugerencias
de navegación en interiores. Sin embargo, es preciso decir que es una solución integrada,
comercial, con un elevado coste que requiere de la implementación de otros elementos del
universo Cisco, como el Cisco 3365 Mobility Services Engine. Por el contrario, la solución
que aquí se detalla está basada en soluciones abiertas y parametrizables que permitirán, sin
duda, ser adaptadas a diferentes campos de aplicación.
Contribuciones de la tesis
La principal contribución de este trabajo se sustenta en los siguientes dos aspectos: (i) dotar a
los BLE beacons de la capacidad de adaptar dinámicamente los contenidos que emiten según
el contexto; (ii) definir y desarrollara un sistema basado en intereses que permita la egstión
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de diferentes perfiles. La combinación de ambos permitirá tener dispostivos de difusión BLE
dinámicos que servirán como base a diferentes ámbitos de aplicación. A continuación se
detallan aspectos destacados del trabajo realizado:
1. Análisis de la tecnología subyacente - Antes de abordar la provisión de dinamismo a
los dispositivos de difusión BLE, se realizó una labor de análisis de comportamiento
de estos dispositivos en entornos de broadcast. Los estudios llevados a cabo estudiaron
el comportamiento de un único dispositivo de difusión BLE y el comportamiento
ante la presencia de otros dispositivos, evaluando los niveles de interferencia cuando
estos se encontraban a diferentes distancias del colector de información. A la vista
de los resultados obtenidos, se puede concluir que la latencia de la red se incrementa
rápidamente cuando los beacons están a poca distancia, siendo la menor de todas en
nuestros experimentos de un metro de radio. Precisamente en este caso, la latencia que
se consigue es de 0.199 microsegundos tras 14 minutos de difusión. En el escenario
con mayor radio (10 m.) la latencia evaluada fue de 0.175825 microsegundos, tras 31
minutos de difusión. Precisamente, y con el objetivo de aliviar estos problemas de
latencia, se plantea este trabajo, que intenta reducir el número de beacons y, así, la
interferencia en el intercambio de mensajes.
2. Arquitectura dinámica de difusión - Utilizando la arquitectura BLE beacon como base,
se definió en primer lugar un sistema dinámico que permite identificar el contexto de
dichos beacons, entendiendo como tal al conjunto de dispositivos que se encuentran
en su vecindad o radio de influencia. En segundo lugar, y utilizando como base este
conocimiento, se especifica un procedimiento para permitir que dichos beacons, conce-
bidos como entidades meramente estáticas, sean capaces de modificar los contenidos
que emiten en función del entorno detectado. La solución propuesta es de bajo coste,
flexible y escalable para la difusión de contenidos dado que, desde una perspectiva em-
inentemente técnica, se puede constatar que es factible reducir el número de elementos
de difusión, dado que estos ahora son capaces de difundir diferentes contenidos, según
convenga. Esta solución se basa, fundamentalmente, en la creación de una taxonomía
configurable basada en la propia especificaión técnica de BLE.
La solución propuesta constaría de dos módulos: un front-end y un back-end. El
back-end se ocupará de gestionar la lógica de adaptación a los dispositivos, utilizando
como base la taxonomía previamente mencionada, mientras que el front-end establece
el vínculo entre dispositivos y el sistema de difusión. Para ello, este último descubre a
los usuarios a través de sus dispositivos utilizando sus direcciones MAC. El sistema
global utiliza dos tecnologías para dar soporte a las comunicaciones necesarias: (i)
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BLE para la comunicación gestionada por el front-end, es decir, entre los beacons y
los dispositivos; y (ii) Wi-Fi para la comunicación gestonada por el back-end, es decir,
entre los dispositivos de difusión y el sistema central.
Por supuesto, esta propuesta se sustenta en el sistema de reconocimiento de dispositivos
a través de las direcciones MAC. Para ello, es preciso que la conexión Bluetooth esté
actividad en dichos dispositivos. Precisamente, y debido a su bajo consumo energético,
se ha elegido Bluethooth frente a Wi-Fi [PPLA17]. Además, y conforme con algunos
estudios recientes [Coo17], los usuarios que tienen constantemente activada la conexión
Bluetooth está creciendo. Algunos análisis previos, del año 2015, hablaban de ratios del
40% que se han visto incrementadas en 2017 hasta el 60%. Finalmente, la tecnología
Wi-Fi requiere del establecimiento previo de conexión, lo que no es adecuado en
nuestro caso [TDSL11].
3. Casos de estudio - Este sistema dinámico puede tener diferentes funcionalidades,
en función del ámbito de aplicación. En este trabajo hemos realizado dos estudios.
En primer lugar, la utilización de este soporte para la gestión de la ocupación de
recintos cerrados y, en segundo lugar, para la obtención de datos de posicionamiento y
movilidad en interiores, que puede proporcionar la base para estudios más ambiciosos
de gestión de espacios y ocupación.
Estos experimentos se llevaron a cabo en los espacios de la Escuela de Ingeniería de
Telecomunicación (EET) de la Universidade de Vigo, distribuyendo beacons en el
centro académico. En una primera fase, el despliegue se formalizó durante un total de
diez días utilizando un único beacon, que recolectó un total de 12.200 interacciones
con otros dispositivos, reconociéndose un total de 23 usuarios. En el capítulo 8 se
describe con más detalle este análisis. En la segunda fase, el despliegue se realizó
durante 29 días, utilizando un total de 8 beacons. En este período se recopilaron un
total de 25.660 entradas, descubriéndose un total de 121 usuarios diferentes. Durante la
realización de estas pruebas de concepto, se detectaron algunos resultados interesantes
sobre el uso global del sistema. En concreto, uno de los usuarios detectados acumulada
más interacciones con el sistema (13.654) que todos los demás usuarios en el mismo
período. Sin embargo, y tras el análisis detallado de este caso, se comprobó que el
equipo estaba constantemente encendido, falseando los datos de monitorización de
usuarios, pero facilitando información sobre los patrones de uso de los equipos que los
usuarios del sistema tienen.
Como resultado de este análisis se descubrieron algunos patrones de comportamiento
de los usuarios detectados, pudiéndose diferenciar entre usuarios e minentemente
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estáticos de los eminentemente dinámicos. En el mismo capítulo 8 se describe este
despliegue, detallando los resultados obtenidos. Todos estos experimentos se realizaron
difundiendo información durante dos segundos y se detectaron algunos problemas
relativos al reconocimiento de los usuarios, todos ellos centralizados en el dispositivo
utilizado para gestionar la base de datos, y no en los dispositivos BLE. Es por ello, que
inferimos que este problema se solventaría utilizando un soporte de computación más
potente para la gestión de esta base de datos (en nuestras pruebas se utilizó directamente
una solución de bajo coste sobre un dispositivo Raspberry Pi. En cualquier caso, y
acorde a nuestras valoraciones, el sistema es escalable, permitiendo la gestión de un
número mucho más elevado de dispositivos y usuarios.
El trabajo aquí descrito se ha estruturado en el presente documento como sigue:
• El capítulo 2 resume la normativa BLE y describe la evolución de las especificaciones
técnicas, presentado especial atención a aquéllas partes que después serán relevantes
para soportar la taxonomía de contenidos que permitirá la adaptación dinámica de los
BLE beacons. Adicionalmente, también se resaltan las ventajas y las limitaciones de
estas tecnologías.
• El capítulo 3, por su parte, se centra en la evaluación de los potenciales problemas de
congestión en las redes BLE y, a través de varios esenarios prácticos de aplicación, se
analizan las interacciones entre diferentes dispositivos BLE.
• El capítulo 4 sienta las bases del sistema de adaptación dinámica de la difusión de
información a través de BLE, describiendo los aspectos relacionados con la identifi-
cación del contexto, es decir, el vecindario de los BLE beacons y cómo es factible
identificar los dispositivos cercanos para, posteriormente, poder adaptar los contenidos
a difundir.
• El capítulo 5, una vez ya ha sido posible identificar los dispositivos cercanos, define
el mecanismo utilizado para incorporar el concepto de dinamismo en un contexto
inherentemente estático, utilizando las especificaciones técnicas de la tecnología BLE.
• El capítulo 6 relaciona los contenidos expuestos en los capítulos previos para pro-
procionar un entorno sencillo de aplicación que sirva como prueba de concepto de la
propuesta de esta tesis.
• El capítulo 7 se centra en un proyecto piloto para utilizar el sistema diseñado como
soporte para procesos de gestión de espacios en interiores. Mediante la monitorización
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de los dispositivos y su movimiento dentro de los edificios, se plantea cómo es factible
conocer el uso real de los espacios para un mejor diseño o reacondicionamiento de los
mismos.
• Finalmente, el último capítulo, el capítulo 8, se dedica a resumir las conclusiones y
aportar algunas líneas de trabajo futuro que se abren a partir de las contribuciones de
éste.
Conclusiones y trabajo futuro
El trabajo aquí detallado proporciona una solución dinámica para la difusión de contenidos
que puedan ser fácilmente adaptables según los dispositivos circundantes, utilizando BLE
como tecnología de soporte y asumiendo que puede haber alta densidad de elementos
intercomunicándose. El mayor reto ha sido, sin duda, dotar de soporte al dinamismo, en
un contexto inherentemente estático, donde los BLE beacons normalmente se diseñan para
difundir contenidos menos cambiantes, dado que se precisa de tareaas de reconfiguración
para modificar la información a compartir.
La solución aquí planteada supone una alternativa abierta y de bajo coste que permite
reducir el número de dispositivos emisores, lo que redundaría no sólo en un ahorro económico,
sino también en una reducción en la carga de información en la red. Dos temas, estos últimos,
de elevada relevancia acorde a las predicciones de los expertos en el campo de la IoT.
La propuesta ha sido validada utilizando varios experimentos en el interior de un edificio
para comprobar, en primer lugar, los potenciales problemas de comunicación en entornos
BLE. En segundo lugar, se realizaron pruebas de concepto del sistema adaptativo en sí mismo
y, por último, se analizó la potencialidad del sistema en dos ámbitos diferentes de aplicación.
Por una parte, el control y monitorización de asistentes en entornos cerrados y, por otra
parte, cómo utilizar la información recabada por el sistema para conocer el uso real de las
diferentes estancias de un edificio y, así, poder rediseñar o reajustar dichos espacios para
una utilización más eficiente. En concreto, se proponen a continuación algunos ámbitos de
aplicación identificados:
• En ámbitos hospitalarios para la localización de pacientes en interiores. Este caso es
especialmente interesante si hablamos de pacientes que tienen mermadas sus capaci-
dades cognitivas o de orientación. De esta forma, el personal podría recibir algún tipo
de alarma cuando los pacientes salen de las zonas de uso habitual y/o esperado. La
principal ventaja, frente a otras alternativas, es la ausencia de aplicaciones específicas
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que deban ser instaladas en los dispositivos de usuario y el hecho de no necesitar del
establecimiento de conexiones específicas para ello.
• El sistema proporciona información muy útil para el ámbito de space analytics, dado
que permite analizar el uso de espacios en edificios y/o interiores por conjuntos de
usuarios y averiguar si la distribución es la adecuada, el uso el esperado e, incluso,
aplicar este conocimiento para la gestión energética de los edificios. Todo ello per-
mitiría a los equipos gestores rediseñar o reajustar estos parámetros para un uso más
eficiente y eficaz de los espacios.
• Monitorización de trabajadores, especialmente en entornos industriales donde las
variaciones en cuanto a parámetros de productividad son más sensibles. Adicional-
mente, su uso también permitiría reforzar las medidas de seguridad en estos entornos,
garantizando que no haya ninguna persona en zonas temporalmente restringidas.
• Su utilización podría también escalarse a entornos abiertos, como áreas urbanas,
estableciéndose redes de beacons dinámicos que permitan la constante monitorización
de las zonas. Los datos recopilados, sin duda, serán de gran utililidad para la gestión
eficiente de recursos comunes (como transporte, consumos energéticos) y para reforzar
los sistemas de seguridad ciudadana.
• Finalmente, las redes de beacons pueden percibirse como elementos periféricos de
sistemas distribuidos más complejos, en línea con la filosofía del paradigma de Fog
Computing, donde algunas actividades de computación y almacenamiento se mantienen
en estructuras no centralizadas.
Sin duda, el trabajo aquí presentado, no está totalmente cerrado y da cabida a potenciales
mejoras y diferentes líneas de evolución. En primer lugar, el objetivo más inmediato sería
ajustar la solución para que pueda ser utilizada no sólo con la tecnología iBeacon de Apple,
sino también con la tecnología Bluetooth 5, más evolucionada que la utilizada en este trabajo
(Bluetooth Low Energy 4.2). La siguiente línea natural, es reforzar el trabajo realizado,
claramente incipiente, en el ámbito de la analítica de espacios (space analytics). Dotar al
sistema en su estado actual de un módulo de analítica de datos más complejo y avanzado
permitiría una monitorización más detallada de la movilidad dentro de los edificios que
podría ser utilizada para la reorganización de los usos dados a las diferentes estancias y
espacios en interiores. Finalmente, y no menos importante, es preciso tener en cuenta algunos
aspectos relevantes de privacidad y seguridad, que no han sido abordados en esta tesis. La
información recopilada, de monitorización de dispositivos, habrá de ser tratada y procesada
previamente por una entidad o módulo tercero, que permita modificar los datos sensibles de
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forma que siga siendo posible utilizar la información, pero sin ser factible la identificación
de los usuarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) [GBMP13] is rapidly gaining ground as a hot topic in the
scenario of wireless sensor networks. Since the time of its proposal [A+09], the IoT has
been incorporated into many different scenarios and fields of research. What is more,
different technologies [Lee15] [SV15] were involved from the very beginning and as the
original concept evolved, mentioned technologies developed accordingly. It undoubtedly
impersonates a dynamic heterogeneous system that connects the physical and the virtual
world, where both virtual and physical things have identities and attributes and are all
integrated into an information network. Nowadays, the IoT term goes beyond Machine to
Machine (M2M) communication (interaction between devices using any communications
channel) by connecting many sensors, services and complex protocols and processes. In fact,
the vast majority of the world population uses and connects through smart mobile devices.
This usage is one of the essential parts of a specific network to become smart environment
[SKP+11]. Such environment presents the product of development, based on the many
network sensors, which are connected and share different data [WGB99]. According to the
survey from Gartner [DSS+15], by the year 2020, there will be 26 billion devices in IoT.
The importance of density in the network as a measure of network health and effectiveness
presents a big dilemma in the smart environment. Network density describes a potential
connection between the nodes. One of the questions is whether the increase of nodes affects
the optimal and effective data transfer from source to destination before the network becomes
susceptible to delay [RMSM01]. This delay is also negatively impacted by IoT device
resources, which remains limited until this day. Such behavior asks for a different approach.
Furthermore, interest-based connections, where devices are only sharing information with
interested nodes, can improve the quality of service (QoS) [FH98], suffer less latency and
lower the overload on a dense network. Further to the previous comment, the approach where
nodes could share specific data opens many possibilities for different network scenarios.
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Those scenarios could be found in the static and mobile environment where objects equipped
with smart sensors are aware of other objects that share a specific interest, and according
to the necessity of communication and the specific situation (traffic jam, security-aware
situation, tourism information, and so on), they share data. As millions of objects and
devices are connected, unquestionably, there will be network congestion in data transmission
[JGLP12]. How communication will be managed and is there any limit regarding this
communication? Additionally, the IoT has grown to the point where a variety of wired and
wireless technologies are involved like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS [CXL+14], and has been put
into practice in various fields like transport, retail, healthcare, industrial monitoring, building
management, and so on [SM11].
Surely, with the smart environment and the IoT, the door to different technological
approaches where devices share essential information is widely open. We do see that
BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) [GOP12] is taking over the world, mainly in the consumer
device area, where the whole ecosystem proceeds to grow continually. Especially with the
latest BLE concept, called Bluetooth proximity beacons, often referred to as the beacons,
where LE (Low Energy) peripherals advertise themselves to the nearby devices by using
advertisement packets [MHG+14]. On the user’s side, smartphone applications receive BLE
signal and process it so that the user can retrieve information about the smart objects that
surround him. The synergies between the virtual and the physical world build up a cyber-
physical environment. Despite the fact such concept possesses elements of a communication
utopianism, in reality, it is far from that. Problems like network congestion are likely to
occur, especially when taking into consideration the predictions that the total BLE Beacon
shipments will exceed 400 million units until 2020 [ABI15].
Usually, beacon devices are meant to be static, in terms of their flexibility and config-
uration possibilities. What we mean by static is that a single beacon device is linked to a
particular topic or object, and including other topics/objects demands the introduction of
additional beacon devices into the network environment. Also, changing this static config-
uration on a specific beacon device has to be done manually [Est16]. According to that,
broadcasting data to different users could present a problem in a specific message propagation
environment, and overcoming such static practice could become a real challenge.
1.1 Motivation and proposal
In this context, there are some open issues: Static beacon nature and the potential network
load produced by the same static devices when we need to advertise more than one topic.
Said differently, static beacon nature, along with the predicted beacon growth, opens up
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many questions regarding the impact of the big amount of data in the specific network
environment. It also opens many possibilities in different fields of research, where BLE
beacon technology could be better applied. By this, we also mean, in what way the beacon
device can generate data more optimally and contribute to an analysis of understanding of a
better smart environment. The generated data is the direct output of beacon-user interaction
and mentioned analysis could contain crowd movement, users interests, their habits, and so
on. Analysis output can also be used by environment managers, to design the area of the
building the way that it will be better used and make its usage even more productive and
functional.
Therefore, the static nature of BLE beacon devices presents a significant drawback to
the various opportunities that the whole concept is possible to perform. Starting from the
number of devices needed to represent different topics/objects in the particular area to the
potential network/system impact that such architecture could bring. Also, nowadays in the
BLE beacon world, developing an application became the primary focus and the focal object
of all the processing, leaving the BLE beacons as a static device without any advanced
functionalities. That said, the need for the hardware to support dynamism, with more flexible
beacons that deal with dynamic data, is needed more than ever.
We have to mention that similar commercial solution called Virtual BLE Beacon Cisco
solution exists [cis17]. This product represents both BLE and Wi-Fi solution for supporting
indoor customer experience and insight. Connected Mobile Experiences (CMX) is a mobility
solution that uses location intelligence collected from the Wi-Fi network to help organizations
of all different industries monetize their network by engaging with their customers and
optimizing business operations. Based on users location and by using the customers smart
mobile devices, the system can deliver different content. However, besides being a powerful
all-in-one mobile solution, its high cost is a definite disadvantage. Implementing this solution
usually requires many Cisco proprietary devices and its engine, e.g., Cisco 3365 Mobility
Services Engine.
Our proposal focuses on a system that has the primary purpose to recognize and segregate
users on different profiles according to their interests or topics and to send them a corre-
sponding content of interest. Therefore, the thesis approach is threefold: (i) developing the
mechanism to pair the BLE beacons basic architecture (Apple iBeacon architecture) and dif-
ferent users’ profiles according to their interest; (ii) implementing the dynamic interest-based
system by using the developed mechanism of user interests; (iii) testing its performance in
different broadcasting scenarios, where we can analyze, predict, evaluate and explain issues
related to static beacon environment.
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Figure 1.1 gives a typical smart environment scenario where our approach may take
its place. A dynamic system interacts simultaneously with different user profiles through
beacon devices according to the users’ interests. In fact, one beacon device can serve
multiple user profiles found in the beacon’s proximity. By serving the users, we mean that
the beacon device recognizes a user and sends him the corresponding data. Additionally,
the database represents a user profile repository that processes user requests according to
the previously defined taxonomy. We divide the whole dynamic method into three layers:
dynamic infrastructure layer, interest-based layer, and the application layer. The dynamic
layer represents the dynamic configuration part that changes according to the user interest.
The interest-based layer contains multiple user profiles, recognition of the profiles and the
data sharing to the recognized profiles. The application layer includes user monitoring and
space occupancy as part of the solution.
1.2 Contributions and outline
The main contribution of this research is: (i) introducing dynamism in already static beacon
architecture where single beacon devices are only capable of pairing one topic to one BLE
broadcasting signal; (ii) developing an interest-based notification system to serve different
user profiles. In this context, the resulting dynamic beacon architecture will serve as a base
for an inexpensive and ready to implement solution for different business environments. This
research work combines several contributions through various consecutive structured stages:
1. Analyzing the technology - By analyzing the behavior of BLE beacon devices in a
specific broadcasting scenario, due to the lack of previous experiments in this field,
we explore the potential advertisement’s impact on data delivery when one or several
beacon devices are broadcasting. In this process, we described two case studies where
the advertising of one device is affected by ten other constant advertising devices (with
different distance between the beacon advertiser and the BLE signal collector).
2. Dynamic beacon architecture - Using specifically the beacon BLE architecture (Apple
iBeacon) as a founding base, firstly, we give an outline of the customized dynamic
system through the user recognition and message dissemination process. Second, by
introducing this dynamism into the mostly static beacon world, we offer an inexpensive,
flexible and scalable solution in any information broadcasting environment. We have
shown, from the technical perspective, how to lower the costs of the whole system
implementations by not having a single beacon device for every user profile and
every user topic, but one device that simultaneously serves multiple user profiles. For
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creating the dynamic beacon solution and overcoming the static one, we define the
taxonomy as the essential part of the dynamic system. That said; first, we describe the
taxonomy-user profile relationship, and later, by mapping the beacon architecture with
different topics we identify and classify various users’ interests.
3. Case studies - By combining BLE beacon features to support dynamic beaconing, we
provide the study of the system performance by extracting and analyzing data from
the proposed solution. Later, with the correct analysis of the results, we provide space
occupancy of the particular indoor environment by localizing user position. This gives
a real-time space monitoring solution where we examine how users utilize building
space through the indoor localization.
For a better understanding of the proposed research work, we give the structure of this
dissertation:
• Chapter 2 focuses on the Bluetooth background and the Bluetooth Low Energy concept.
Furthermore, it gives its history, its use today, the limitations and the features. This
chapter presents the introduction part of the dynamic beacon solution.
• Chapter 3 starts by explaining the possible congestion problem in real-time BLE
networks. In this chapter, through several scenario experiments, we give the network
impact of BLE beacon interaction.
• Chapter 4 presents a workhorse of the overall investigation by giving the technical
aspect of the proposed solution. In this chapter, we deal with the dynamic beacon-
ing, its implementation and the process of user recognition and dynamic message
dissemination to the recognized users.
• Chapter 5 defines an interest-based system for broadcasting dynamic information.
Moreover, we demonstrate how to prevail the static and how to implement a dynamic
concept of content distribution by using a predefined taxonomy.
• Chapter 6 relates the previous chapters and their technical part with the proof of
concept. Also, we explain in detail how the dynamic beacon recognition part can serve
in a simple real-world scenario.
• Chapter 7 deals with the pilot project experiment for space occupancy process. More
detailed, we test the dynamic beacon concept as an indoor solution for faculty informa-
tion broadcasting to all faculty users, as well as a real-time space monitoring solution.
We also examine how users utilize building space through the indoor localization.
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• To conclude the dissertation, Chapter 8 gives the discussion and the conclusion part
along with the potential application of the proposed system and future work.
Mentioned contributions have been published in the following international conferences
and journals:
• [BVR17] Boric M., Fernández Vilas, A, Díaz Redondo, R.P. BLE Broadcasting Impact
in a Real Network Environment. International Conference on Internet of Things Data,
and Cloud Computing (ICC 2017). DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3018896.3018949.
• [BFVPDR18] Boric M., Fernández Vilas, A, Díaz Redondo, R.P. Analysing the Poten-
tial of BLE to Support Dynamic Broadcasting Scenarios. International Journal of Ad
hoc, sensor and Ubiquitous Computing (IJASUC). (In press). 2018.
• [MRA18] Boric, M., Díaz Redondo, R.P., Fernández Vilas, A. Dynamic Content Dis-
tribution over BLE iBeacon Technology: Implementation Challenges. 5th International
Conference on Control, Decision and Information Technologies (CoDIT’18).
• [BVR18] Boric, M., Fernández Vilas, A., Díaz Redondo, R.P. Automatic Attendance
Control System Based on BLE Technology. 15th. International Conference on Wireless
Networks and Mobile Systems (WINSYS’18) (In press).

Chapter 2
Bluetooth Low Energy
2.1 Introduction
Usually considered as a smaller brother of standard Bluetooth protocol [NS12], Bluetooth
Low Energy protocol (started as version 4.0), is actually designed and made for entirely
different goals [GOP12]. These design goals can be seen through the Core specifications
[Blu10], where it is clear that the protocol is leaning towards an absolute low-power standard.
What is more, its rapid adoption rate in various business environments tells us that the
protocol is here to come. If we compare this rapid growth to other wireless standards, we can
quickly get to the conclusion that this growth phenomenon is due to close relationship with
smartphones, tablets, and mobile computing in general. In parallel with this smart devices
growth, and including BLE more actively into the networking, the doors for small product
designers to access the massive market world have been opened wide. Moreover, a model
that is relatively easy to understand, with no extra license needed for using it, gives a clear
picture why such technology is a potential winner.
Combining the Classic Bluetooth concept and the low power idea, BLE represents a
brand new technology. Even if it borrows a lot from its parent (Classic Bluetooth), it is
mostly complementary to it, and it should be considered as a separate technology. Speaking
of Classic version, the main idea during its designing was to unite the separate worlds of
computing and communication links, by linking cellphones to laptops [TCD14]. Later, when
the technology matured, it was proved that its application supports better audio link from
the cellphone to the headset (earplugs, headphones) and later more and more use cases were
added (music streaming, phone book download, file transfer, and so on.) However, each
of these cases demanded more bandwidth, so, in the same manner, faster radios have been
continuously added to the whole concept. Bluetooth started its journey as a Basic Rate (BR)
with the Physical Layer data rate of 1 Mbps (megabits per second). Later, the data rate
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Modems Ethernet W-Fi Bluetooth
V.21: 0.03kbps 802.3i: 10Mbps 802.11: 2Mbps v1.1: 1Mbps
V.22: 1.2kbps 802.3u: 100Mbps 802.11b: 11Mbps v2.0: 3Mbps
V.32: 9.6kbps 802.3ab: 1000Mbps 802.11g: 54Mbps v3.0: 54Mbps
V.34: 28.8kbps 802.3an: 10000Mbps 802.11n: 135Mbps v4.0 (BLE): 0.3Mbps
Table 2.1 Data rates comparison
increased to 3 Mbps in the version 2 (EDR - Enhanced Data Rate). Bluetooth version 3
delivered data rates of up to 54 Mbps [Hey13]. Instead of just increasing the data rates, BLE,
on the other hand, was designed with a different philosophy of lowering down the energy
consumption. According to this philosophy, it is clear that increasing the data rates was not
the main idea during BLE creation and design, and that it was meant to be a technology
for different purposes, such as the IoT. Table 2.1 presents a comparison between different
technologies and their data rates.
The primary design for low energy concept is to work with button-cell batteries. Such
design gives difficulties to achieve high data rates or make low energy work for use cases
that require substantial data transfers of streaming data. However, new version, Bluetooth
5.0, introduces a new radio which doubles the standard raw BLE data rate. This new version
is discussed later in the following sections. The Bluetooth SIG introduced Bluetooth Low
Energy in June 2010 with version 4.0 of the Bluetooth Core Specification [Blu10]. The first
major update was Bluetooth version 4.1, released in December 2013, introduced multiple
changes and improvements to smooth the user experience. Furthermore, version 4.1 is
backward compatible with the version 4.0, ensuring the correct interoperability among the
devices with different specification versions.
According to the Bluetooth specifications (4.0 and above) two technologies are defined:
BR/EDR, which is classic Bluetooth, and BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy). The device can work
in Single-mode where communication is enabled for BLE and does not support BR/EDR
only, and Dual-mode where communication is enabled for any Bluetooth device [TCD14].
There is also a third type of device, which is a Bluetooth classic-only device (see Table 2.2).
Besides, BLE is not backward compatible with older Bluetooth technology, although devices
which support BLE can implement Classic Bluetooth protocol stack in dual mode [BFCE14]
[TCD14]. Put it differently, BR/EDR (Classic Bluetooth) is the wireless standard that has
emerged with the Bluetooth Specification 1.0. Later, BLE came as the low-power wireless
standard started with version 4.0 of the specification. Two types exist within this standard:
• Single-mode (BLE, Bluetooth Smart) device. A device that performs BLE can interact
with single-mode and dual-mode devices and does not support BR/EDR only.
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Single-Mode Dual-Mode Classic
Single-Mode LE LE none
Dual-Mode LE Classic Classic
Classic none Classic Classic
Table 2.2 Bluetooth mode compatibility
• Dual-mode (BR/EDR/LE, Bluetooth Smart Ready) device. A device that performs
both BR/EDR and BLE can interact with any Bluetooth device.
Understanding BLE includes the low power consumption and its achievements in a short-
range wireless system. BLE is not built to optimize Classic Bluetooth, but to take a different
approach in a whole new market of use cases, such as Smart homes, Smart Environments,
and so on. One of the primary goals of BLE is the Coin-cell battery that is used to power
a particular BLE device. These batteries have strict limits on how can be used. A typical
battery will have an energy capacity of 230mAh at 3 volts, and even it seems like a small
amount of energy, it can power a single BLE device, such as beacon device, for about 2-3
years.
2.2 Communication mechanisms
A single BLE device can communicate with other devices in two ways: by broadcasting
(connection-less) or by establishing the connection to the receiving device. In connection-less
(broadcasting) mode we can disseminate messages out to any device capable of reading such
messages. This mode is also known as a one-way transmit mode. Broadcasting defines two
different device roles: broadcaster and the observer. The broadcaster sends non-connectable
advertising packets periodically while the observer repeatedly scans the particular frequencies
to receive the non-connectable packets that are currently advertised. In BLE world, it is
important to notice that the broadcasting mode is the only way for a BLE device to transmit
information to more than one peer at a time. This mode is perfect for sending the small
amount of data to multiple devices. This concept is used for all our experiments that are
explained later in the following chapter [TCD14].
On the other side, a connection mode is used if we need to transmit data in both directions.
In this mode, the devices make a permanent connection while periodically exchange data
between each other. It is also considered to be private since the data transfer happens only
between two devices. This mode defines two device roles: central, in other words, a master
device, and the peripheral, or a slave device. The central device continually scans the
frequency for connectable advertising packets and when suitable, starts the connection. After
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this step, the master manages the rest of the connection process, such as the timing, and the
periodical data exchange. The slave device sends connectable advertising packets and accepts
incoming connections. Although the master device handles the connection establishment,
data can be sent by either device during the data exchange process. Organizing the data
with better control is the main advantage of the connection mode by using the Generic
Attribute Profile (GATT) [TCD14]. Here, the connection more organizes data around units
such as services and characteristics where we can have multiple services and characteristics
organized in a meaningful structure. These two BLE modes can be mixed in the broader
BLE network. This mixing allows them to participate in several connections at a time.
2.3 Architecture
BLE is mainly developed as a single-hop communication technology, but according to
[MT13] some advancements have been done lately in the field of BLE multi-hop area. When
speaking of transfer speed and throughput, Bluetooth low energy took a different approach
and was developed on purpose to support extended battery life and to save energy [Ins10].
Also, BLE supports multiple connections, where one device (master) can be connected to
the unlimited number of other devices (slaves), unlike the Classic Bluetooth which supports
only seven devices to build one piconet [LCMX13]. A 32-bit access address identifies each
connection between the devices and no further limits exists on the number of connected
devices in specific BLE network connected area [GOP12]. The Bluetooth Low Energy
architecture is rather simple to explain and understand. It consists of three essential parts:
controller, host, and applications.
The Controller presents Physical layer and Link layer, which share functionality like
in other network technologies. The Host part is made up of upper layers, such as Logical
Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP), the Attribute Protocol (ATT), the Generic
Attribute Profile (GATT), the Security Manager Protocol (SMP) and the Generic Access
Profile (GAP) (see Table 2.3). Connection link between Controller and Host is made through,
so-called, Host Controller Interface (HCI). If we investigate a little deeper into certain parts
of the Controller and the Host, the GAP presents devices visibility to the outside world and
determines how a device can or cannot interact with the others. It also works closely with
Beacon technology, since BLE Beacons take advantage of the GAP advertising mode to
interact with the outer world.
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Generic Access Profile
HostGeneric Attribute Profile
Attribute Protocol Security Manager
Logical Link and Adaptation Protocol
ControllerLink Layer
Physical Layer
Table 2.3 Bluetooth Low Energy protocol stack
Physical layer
The controller is the part that is usually known as the Bluetooth radio, and it communicates
with the outside world through a specific antenna and to the host through the Host Controller
Interface (HCI), as stated before. The Physical Layer (PL) transmits and receives bits using
the 2,4 GHz radio frequency band by varying the amplitude, frequency or phase of the wave.
In BLE, the frequency of the radio waves is varied to expose either a zero or a one by using a
Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying modulation (GFSK) [TCD14]. This modulation means
that ones and zeros are coded onto the radio by shifting the frequency up and down. For
the PL to work regularly, especially when lots of other radio signals are in the same area,
transmitting simultaneously, the 2,4 GHz band is split up into 40 separate RF channels. It has
37 data channels and three advertisement channels, with a 2MHz spacing between channels.
The reason for using GPSK modulation is to avoid the congestion during communication
since most technologies are using the same frequency band already mentioned. A device that
operates in the advertising mode transmits periodically generated advertisements by using
three channels (37, 38, 39) [CPH+14].
Link layer
The job of the Link Layer is to advertise, scan, and to create and maintain connections. Also,
it ensures that packets are structured accordingly with the correct calculated check values
and encryption sequences. LL contains channel, packets, and procedures. There exist two
types of LL channels: advertising and data channels. These advertising channels are used
by devices that are not in a connection sending data, such as beacon devices, and are meant
to broadcast specific type of data. As mentioned above, there are 37 data channels and are
used through an adaptive frequency-hopping engine for better robustness. Sending the data
over these channels demands that the small packets be defined through the correct packet
encapsulation. These packets include information to identify the receiver and the checksum
to ensure that the packet is valid and that the packet integrity does not tamper. Also, the
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packets are optimized by using an 8-bit preamble for better synchronization with the receiver
[Hey13].
Logical link control and adaptation protocol
The host is built on top of the upper-host controller interface. On the very top resides the
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol which presents a BLE multiplexing layer. Its
job is to define L2CAP channel and the L2CAP signaling commands. The L2CAP channel
presents a bidirectional data that can have its flow control. However, Classic Bluetooth uses
most of its features while BLE takes the minimum of this part [Hey13].
The security manager protocol and the attribute protocol
The security manager protocol is used for pairing and key distribution. Pairing is explained
as the process of attempting to build trust between two devices sharing information, typically
by authentication the other device. By using the key distribution, shared secrets can be
distributed from slave to master. In case a connection drops and reconnect later, devices can
rapidly prove the authenticity by encrypting the previously shared secrets [Hey13].
The attribute protocol is used for accessing data on a peer device. All the data is stored
as the attribute on an attribute server that the client can read and write. The client accesses
data by sending the request to the server, and the server responds with the response message.
Each attribute protocol transmission is stateless. This means that the server does not save the
state and that the protocol requires little memory.
The generic attribute profile and the generic access profile
The job of the generic attribute profile is to define the types of attribute and to decide how
they can be used. Here, a variety of concepts are introduced, such as: "characteristics,"
"services," "include" and "descriptors." It also contains different procedures for discovering
services and the relationship between them. A service describes a type of encapsulation of
some behavior of a device, and it is a long stream of compound words. Behavior is the way
something acts in response to a particular situation. For services, the behavior represents the
result of what happens when a device reads or writes an attribute [Hey13]. On the other side,
the generic access profile defines how devices connect, discover and present the information
to the users. This layer also incorporates the concept of privacy by using private addresses.
Devices that demand privacy must broadcast data by using a constantly changing random
address. By doing this, the devices on the other side cannot determine which devices it is
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by listening, or which device is moving around by tracking its random address at a specific
moment [Hey13].
2.4 Key limitations
Indeed, Bluetooth low energy as a concept established itself as a promising solution to
different use cases. However, it does not attempt to represent a solution to every wireless
data transfer. For a better understanding of what BLE represents, we need to get to know its
limitations and possibilities. Only then we can apply such concept to the real world scenarios
and products.
Taking into consideration the amount of data that can be generated nowadays, one of
the first things that cross our minds has to be the data throughput. The modulation rate of
the BLE radio signal, set by the specification is at a constant 1 Mbps. This gives us the
theoretical limit for the throughput which is usually lower in practice. If we take into account
that our smart device, with its technical limitations, can also be busy talking to other devices
in the same time while interacts with a particular BLE device, and, there is a huge possibility
that it cannot handle data at the maximum data rate either [Hey13].
It is a well-known fact that the actual range of any wireless device hugely depends on
many factors, such as an antenna, its design, device position, orientation, and so on. BLE
transmit power is usually between -30 and 0 dBm. However, we have to keep in mind that
the higher the transmit power, which means a better range, the more impact is on the battery.
In this case, saving the battery or increasing the transmission range is one of the problems
for the end user [Hey13].
2.5 iBeacons
When in mid-2013, Apple came up with the idea of iBeacons to advertise information to
users that are in proximity to a specific iBeacon device, the whole world got involved with
many projects and solutions. After the initial release of the technology, Apple showcased the
concept across 254 US retail stores, owned by Apple, what revolutionized user engagement.
In the beginning, iBeacons were made for only one purpose, local navigation indoors, but
later they were involved in many different projects. Since they are patented by Apple, they
are free to use by developers with the iBeacon-compatible hardware transmitters. They can
transmit various kinds of messages to nearby devices when in proximity to an iBeacon.
The technology is rather easy to explain. What is essential is that the concept represents
a transmit-only technology and officially does not include a send and receive mechanism,
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which can be found in other networking technologies. In other words, an advertising packet is
sent over the air to whoever is listening. What happens on the other side depends on the client
application that is running for the corresponding beacon signal. Additionally, this one-way
broadcasting nature initially does not allow the beacon device to collect BLE signals, and it
acts only as a broadcaster.
iBeacon architecture core consists of three values: UUID or Universally Unique Identifier,
Major, and Minor value, which can be optional[Gas14] (see Figure 2.1). UUID includes
a 128-bit identifier that is used to distinguish one entity uniquely, and major and minor
numbers (16 bits) outline the specific identifications within some entity. That said, we can
build and deliver more specific granularity in the development process. Said differently,
UUID could identify one organization, while major and minor numbers distinguish specific
items inside that organization. Additionally, beacon UUID number is not centrally regulated
and can be formed randomly in various ways, for instance online or on Mac operating system
by using the command uuidgen. The output looks like this: 842B9C5F-5C11-4217-8789-
34CD7D37F684
Fig. 2.1 BLE iBeacon format
These three parameters (UUID, Major, and Minor number) construct the iBeacon archi-
tecture and are the essential component of the beacon advertising packet. If advertised, such
radio signal may also describe a particular topic for providing particular information. Every
iBeacon signal owns its UUID, Major and Minor value: a beacon ID combination. Typically,
such broadcasting structure is static, regarding sending information to user devices, where
every advertising device is tied up to one beacon ID combination. To change the sending
topic, which is represented by the beacon ID combination, in most cases, we need to change
the iBeacon configuration manually. As far as the literature shows, it still does not exist a
simple and inexpensive solution where beacon devices can dynamically change a beacon ID
combination values to be accommodated to different external claims or requests.
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LE 1M LE CodedS=2
LE Coded
S=8 LE 2M
Symbol
Rate 1 Ms/s 1 Ms/s 1 Ms/s 2 Ms/s
Data
Rate 1 Mbps 500 Kbps 125 Kbps 2 Mbps
Error
Detection CRC CRC CRC CRC
Error
Correction NONE FEC FEC NONE
Bluetooth 5
Requirements Mandatory Optional Optional Optional
Table 2.4 The Three PHYs
2.6 Bluetooth 5
Bluetooth 5 was introduced as the latest version in the Bluetooth wireless communication
standard family. This new version comes with plenty of improvements. When comparing to
the previous protocol stack (Bluetooth 4), Bluetooth 5 adds two new Physical layer (PHY)
variants. PHY is the lowest layer of the protocol stack, and provides its services to the Link
Layer. Now, the three PHYs have been named as LE 1M, LE 2M, and LE Coded [blu16].
LE 1M has been already used in Bluetooth 4 with GFSK and has a data rate of 1 Mbps, and
it can be used in Bluetooth 5.0.
A new LE 2M allows the PHY layer to operate at 2 Mbps and as such it enables higher
data rates than its predecessor (LE 1M). This increase in a data speed rate is characterized by
using double the symbol rate that the LE 1M uses. Furthermore, LE 1M uses a frequency
deviation of at least 185 kHz while LE 2M uses around 370 kHz [blu16].
Even at version 4, BLE had a much longer range than it was believed. The previously
mentioned LE Coded PHY allows the range to be quadrupled when comparing to Bluetooth
4. It works by adding additional, redundant bits to the transmitted packets. LE Coded may
be used with a choice of 2 different coding schemes, termed S=2 and S=8. It also uses a
particular approach to error correction, called Forward Error Correction (FEC) [blu16]. From
the Table 2.4 we can see the Three compared PHYs and their key metrics.
As already mentioned, advertising in Bluetooth version 4 is based on 37 octets long with
six octet header and payload of 31 octets. The process is done by transmitting packets on up
to three dedicated channels (37, 38, 39). Full set of channels are going from 0 to 39, with 40
channels in total [blu16].
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However, in version 5 things have been slightly changed. Eight new PDUs (Packet Data
Unit) have been added, related to scanning, advertising and connecting. These PDUs take
part of the Generic Access Profile. According to these changes, now it is allowed to advertise
the more considerable amount of data in connectionless scenarios, beacon scenarios for
example. Furthermore, BLE 5 allows packets to be up to 255 octets long, and this is done by
offloading the payload to one of the other channels in the 0-36 channel range. In the previous
versions, these channels are explicitly used for the connection events [blu16].
We already know that Bluetooth uses Adaptive Frequency Hopping when in connection.
The whole idea behind this concepts is to transmit data over a wide selection of channels,
and it helps BLE to perform well in busy radio environments. In the previous version, the
Bluetooth 4, channel selection algorithm that was used in frequency hopping provided only
12 distinct sequences of channels. From that, all packets in a given connection event would
use the same channel. Typically, such process is not optimal for some applications, such
as audio. In the new version, Bluetooth 5 introduced a new channel selection algorithm
named channel selection algorithm #2 [blu16]. According to this, hopping sequences are
now pseudo-random and the distinct sequences which are extensive. Connecting devices
can indicate in connection parameters whether they support the new channel selection
algorithm or not. This channel selection algorithm makes use of a shared event counter,
which guarantees that each peer in the connection selects the same channel from the next
available channel in a pseudo-random sequence.
2.7 Discussion
Bluetooth has undoubtedly come a long way from connecting audio devices to more complex
environments by becoming a valuable part of every process in a smart environment. Starting
from iBeacons that act as links to the outside world to the newest version BLE 5 that
takes the Bluetooth technology to a whole new level. iBeacons help in business growth
and also to gain a better understanding of the customers. It increases customer loyalty
and assists in maintaining track of the employees. The technology lets us concentrate on
micro-location and learn about the proximity of customers. The newest version, Bluetooth
5 draws different approach in Bluetooth family of standards. The whole idea is provided
with new mechanisms and concepts, such as long-range LE Coded PHY. The higher symbol
rate of LE 2M improves spectral efficiency and supports rising use cases in, like sports and
fitness. Bluetooth’s advertising extensions characteristic will surely be a valuable part of next-
generation beacons, advanced advertising use cases and more. Modern industrial applications
will inevitably become possible and some smart city applications as well. Bluetooth 5 has a
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high potential to have a substantial impact in many areas and further position it as the low
power wireless technology preference for the Internet of Things. However, this technology is
still in infancy and is yet to come to the business world.

Chapter 3
Potential congestion problems in wireless
communication
Widespread use of technology manifests on a daily basis how the human-computer interaction
is enhanced and improved. This increased phenomenon is especially notable in the IoT area,
where different technologies take part in constant communication and information sharing
[Hey13]. Having said that, as the time went by, most of the user equipment were demanding
more significant data throughput and faster transfer speed. In fact, Bluetooth technology
was expanding in the same manner. BLE, as mentioned, offers a technology that is slowly
becoming the primary approach to different mobility scenarios and message dissemination in
a real-time environment area.
However, we have to consider that BLE operates in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band,
where the majority of consumer devices operate and suffers from network congestion. The
UK regulator, Ofcom, has predicted that the unlicensed band will become critically congested
by 2020 [Ofc16]. That said, we have to be aware of future BLE beacon expansion and give
some guidance and expand our knowledge. So, when does this kind of network concept and
how becomes delay prone when many devices are broadcasting in the specific area? Also,
how does the broadcasting time of devices effects the delay in the network and broadcasting
of the messages? The small number of simulations and the lack of real experiments in this
field motivated us to research more in the area of broadcasting.
To know how it behaves, in this chapter, we answer questions mentioned above through
combining broadcasting behavior of advertising BLE channels and the impact on the network
performance according to different kinds of real broadcasting environments. Results will
provide us a closer analysis of the broadcasting device impact and set a convincing argument
why broadcasting has to be handled differently.
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This chapter is organized as follows: next section presents the state of the art, and later
we give an experimental setup according to the network scenario and the method of the
investigation. Next, we examine the observation and the results. Finally, in the end, we
discuss the outcome of the presented achievements.
3.1 Related work
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) represents a short-range wireless technology built for the
communication that requires low cost and low power. Furthermore, BLE advertising mode
enables a short unsolicited message at adjustable update rates what allows a device to detect
its proximity to a specific location based on the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator)
signal [Sau10]. This proximity detection mechanism opens a whole new opportunity for
triggering different events, adverts, and information to the user in general.
A protocol once presented quick data share between two smartphones, and now its
functionality is expanded to a variety of smart environment scenarios. From the application
developers side, it indeed presents a challenge to choose which technology to use since a lot
of them have something specific. Lately, a lot of research work has been done in the BLE
area, especially in the indoor localization accuracy, data throughput and power consumption
context [DHTS13].
Taking into consideration the resources of the BLE devices, like memory, and computing
power, data throughput of such devices also presents a limitation that has to be respected.
Researchers in [MLW12] came to the conclusion that a minimum of two connection interval,
when two devices interconnect, is needed to transmit one data packet with a maximum of 20
bytes of data. The conclusion leads to a maximum data throughput of 1.3 kBps if more than
20 bytes of some data has to be transmitted. This analysis shows that the throughput satisfies
the need for the majority of the consumer devices connections. In [FHFH] researchers
explored the differences between the use of BLE beacons for fingerprint positioning against
existing WiFi infrastructure. Conclusions have been made that position accuracy increases
with the number of beacons per fingerprint. Taking into account that the WiFi infrastructure
is mostly static, the advantage lies in the BLE ability to locate beacons more freely, and in
that manner to provide a better signal geometry.
3.2 BLE congestion impact scenarios
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the congestion in the BLE device based network
and the potential impact that could imply. That said, we conducted four experiments based
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on scenarios which differ on two parameters: number of devices broadcasting and distance
of the broadcasting devices. Each scenario contains ten devices that could broadcast BLE
advertisements (Apple iBeacon format) and one device with a collector role in gathering
those advertisements (BLE data sniffer). In the experiments, all devices were static, and no
movement has been done while data were collected. We have to mention that all scenarios
were conducted in a real room-size area (see Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). Equipment for the
scenarios is based on Raspberry Pi 3 Model B device [Mon16], Bluetooth 4.0 CSR8510 USB
Module and Bluefruit LE Sniffer - nRF51822 [Sem13].
In the first two scenarios one advertiser is present in the network area and broadcasting
the data (see Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2). The main difference between the advertising
devices and the BLE sniffer that collects the advertisements emitted by the BLE devices is
the distance, starting with the 10m in the first case (see Figure 3.1), and 1m in the second
case (see Figure 3.2).
Fig. 3.1 One advertiser - 10 m distance
In each scenario, the advertisements of a broadcasting device have been activated during
different periods of time. The advertiser was broadcasting its data for one minute in the
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beginning and then stopped the broadcasting for 30 seconds (we call this the standby period).
Each new broadcasting period is extended by 60 seconds. After the last broadcasting period
of 5 minutes, broadcasting ended, where non-broadcasting period stayed the same (30
seconds)(see Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).
Fig. 3.2 One advertiser - 1 m distance
After that, in two scenarios we included the other advertisers in the network that were
broadcasting data regularly, except one advertiser. That advertiser was performing the same
like the one from the former two cases, where it followed the procedure of one-minute
advertising and then 30 seconds of standby state (See Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). After
every standby state, device extended its broadcasting period by one minute and proceeded to
do that until the end of the last period, where it broadcasted during 5 minutes period. The
difference between first two cases and these is the fact that other devices were involved in the
advertising as well and, as such, they were producing a broadcasting storm in the selected
environment (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). Also, the distance between the advertiser from
which data is collected was changing: in the first case was 10 m (see Figure 3.3) and in the
second case 1 m away from the BLE sniffer (see Figure 3.4).
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Fig. 3.3 Multiple advertisers - 10 m distance
By these experiments, we want to distinguish the difference between several advertis-
ing scenarios where one advertiser is changing the distance from other devices which are
receiving and processing those advertisements. Also, we want to research the delay of packet
receipt of one device when it is placed in a network where other devices are advertising as
well and making potential network congestion. Each scenario is conducted for approximately
19 minutes, and all data has been collected directly and processed by the appropriate sniffing
software [CC10]. Collected packets are based on LL LE (Link Layer Low Energy) protocol,
the Bluetooth protocol, closely related to scanning, connection, advertising and security from
a low level.
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Fig. 3.4 Multiple advertisers - 1 m distance
3.3 One advertiser in the network
When one advertiser was present in the network, the observed device advertises packets
every 0.000410 microseconds using different channels. In the case of BLE, these channels
are 37,38 and 39 respectively. When one cycle finishes, another one begins, and the whole
process repeats. The mentioned delay between every cycle was around 1.2 seconds.
For the first two experiments, in which the advertiser was alone in the network and
broadcasting data, delta time [CC10] of the observed device, is always the same (see Figure
3.5 and Figure 3.6). We present network packets delay time by the output of delta time since
delta time is the time between two captured frames. Accurately, it defines the time from the
beginning of the first advertised frame to the beginning of the second advertised frame.
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Fig. 3.5 One advertiser scenario - 10 m distance - delta time
Fig. 3.6 One advertiser scenario - 1 m distance - delta time
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 gives a delta time sum input/output graph. X-axis presents a
tick interval of 10 seconds pick and Y-axis delta time between the collected packets. The tick
interval indicates how often the traffic output plots on the selected graph [CC10]. Whenever
the observed device is starting to advertise, it puts its delta time to the value of around 31
seconds and then keeps it constantly around 1.2 seconds between the advertising cycles.
Therefore, we hold that the device is learning the network process by putting its delta time up
to his available maximum and after 0,000410 microseconds it stabilizes and proceeds with
the advertisements. To the best of our knowledge, no further explanation has been found
regarding this behavior. From these two experiments, when the device is alone in the network
and not affected by the others, we conclude that the duration of advertisement time is not
affecting the delta time. Furthermore, the conducted distance between devices does not affect
the delta time when the observed device advertised alone in the network.
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3.4 Multiple advertisers in the network
Fig. 3.7 30 seconds average interval block packets
Fig. 3.8 Multiple advertisers - 1 m distance - delta time during experiment
From the case scenario (see Figure 3.4), where advertising device is not alone in the network,
and the distance is 1 m between the devices, first, we collect data, and later we adjust it.
The adjustment of the data is needed for a better forecast of the maximum device delta
time, and it is done by data grouping. We grouped the extracted data in such way that
for 40 packets (approximately every 30 seconds), the average delta time is calculated and
separated. According to this, we obtained 30 average values based on approximately 30
seconds intervals (see Figure 3.7). The first column of the table is the number of the block
packets; second column, average block delta time from around ; third, the raw time (in
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seconds taken from the device) difference from the end of every block collected from the
device; and the fourth, block time difference data for the calculation of total average time
difference value in seconds. Furthermore (see Figure 3.8), it is clear that the first half of the
diagram shows significant fluctuations, which can disturb the forecast possibility of its value.
Therefore, the second group of data (see Figure 3.8 - 2nd part of the graph) is used for the
forecast (second part of the graph) where data is considered stable. We base the trend line
(see Figure 3.9) on these data, where we found most appropriate to select the polynomial
(square) trend. The selected trend showed the satisfactory quotient value of R2 = 0.867. Also,
in this case, we choose a polynomial model from others, such as linear trend which gave the
unlimited increase of delta time and by that, parameters for the following predictions were
not suitable.
Fig. 3.9 Multiple advertisers - 1 m distance - second part of the graph
Based on the selected trend and by using standard differential calculation for function
maximum, we have predicted that the maximum device delta time of 0.199 microseconds
would happen for x=28. As shown in equation (3.1), the x presents a half-minute block
interval, i.e., approximately after 840 seconds or 14 minutes of continuous broadcasting. It is
worth mentioning that the displayed forecast is not reliable after a more extended period of
device broadcasting.
T =−0.0002x2 +0.0112x+0.0424
T ′ =−0.0004x+0.0112x
T ′ = 0 f or−0.004x+0.0112 = 0
x = 28
T (x = 28) = 0.199µs
(3.1)
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The following experiment corresponds to the scenario where the device is not advertising
alone in the network. The distance between the device and the collector is 10 m (see Figure
3.3). We aggregate raw data into 50 packet block groups for the easier forecasting of the
maximum device delta time. By this, we entirely obtained 40 average values based on
approximately 21.3 seconds intervals. In the previous scenario, we group the collected data
as a 40 block packet data, and here we group them as a 50 block packet data. Since in both
cases we calculate average delta time, packet block size does not affect the result. Besides, to
chose the best prediction model for trend, linear, power, and exponential regression was tested.
The best result was obtained for the polynomial model with a quotient value of R2 = 0.9795
(see Figure 3.11), since the other mentioned models were suggesting an unlimited increase
of the delta time.
Fig. 3.10 21,3 seconds average interval block packets
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Fig. 3.11 Fourth scenario - delta time during experiment
According to the selected polynomial trend and the differential calculation of function
maximum in (3.2), we can conclude that the device is displaying maximum delta time
on block 87.5. Since the duration of one block is 21.3 seconds, maximum delta time of
0.175825 microseconds is occurring after 1,863.75 second or 31 minutes, when the device is
continuously advertising in a crowded broadcasting area.
T =−0.0002x2 +0.0035x+0.0227
T ′ =−0.00004x+0.0035x
T ′ = 0 f or−0.0004x+0.0035 = 0
x = 87.5
T (x = 87.5) = 0.175825µs
(3.2)
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we described different BLE scenarios conducted in a real environment. The
content of this chapter has already been partially published [BVR17], where we explored
the potential of advertisements impact on data delivery when one or several devices are
broadcasting. A part of the evaluation results shows that the duration of advertisement time
does not affect the delta time, neither the distance between the advertiser and the collector
when the device is alone in the network. On the other hand, this chapter also points out two
cases when the advertising of one device is affected by ten other constant advertising devices,
with different distance between the advertiser and the collector. Therefore, we conclude that
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faster growth of network latency is likely to happen when devices are in a closer range of
advertising.
By comparing two last cases, it is evident that even when devices are following the
advertising behavior, maximum delta time of the device is different. The distance between
the devices was the only difference in the experiments. Furthermore, more significant network
latency is occurring in the scenario when the devices were located within a radius of 1 m.
Moreover, network latency (maximum delta time = 0.199 microseconds) is occurring after
14 minutes of device broadcasting, while in the scenario where the distance is higher (10 m),
network latency exhibits a maximum delta time of 0.175825 microseconds after 31 minutes
of device broadcasting. According to that, we conclude that when devices are closer to one
another, the possibility of bigger network latency and congestion is more prominent.
Furthermore, in this chapter, we opened some questions regarding network congestion of
BLE devices in a dense network and the impact on the interactive device communication.
In the next chapter, we expand our knowledge and introduce an interest-based system
developed on the single broadcasting device, while taking into account the network congestion
possibility of many device broadcasting in a small area.
Chapter 4
Dynamic content dissemination over a
BLE-based infrastructure
In the last chapter, we analyze the potential network congestion in a BLE based network.
Now, we turn our attention to focus those outputs on showing how BLE broadcasting is
capable of supporting real-world scenarios. BLE technology is gradually but unavoidably
taking over the world. The technology has come a long way from its beginning, where was
mostly used for connecting up speakers, headphones and other devices to phones without
wires. Devices that transmit BLE signals are usually small and come in various types.
Additionally, the application on a user’s smart device accepts such signal and processes
it. From the received data, a user can obtain different information about the objects that
surround him, and this enables a smoother integration with a physical world.
As mentioned, this communication is mostly static, and the capability to advertise
different user topics simultaneously requests for additional beacon devices in the network
since one beacon device can only be assigned to one user topic/interest. To overcome such
static challenge, we have to introduce a dynamic approach where a single beacon device can
support different user profiles and send the advertisement data (topic) according to those
profiles. So, the challenge is: how to use BLE to implement a system that supports dynamic
sending of dynamic notification messages by beacon device that can concurrently broadcast
different information?
In this chapter, we explain how to overcome the static content distribution in BLE by
implementing a dynamic one. Additionally, we focus this chapter on the implementation
aspects of the proposed solution by using the characteristics of the BLE beacon technology
[New14]. In other words, we propose to use its architecture to disseminate the information
dynamically. Both, users and their devices are assigned to a specific profile according to
their interests. By using the Apple beacon format (iBeacon ID combination - UUID, Major,
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and Minor values), we uniquely identify profiles corresponding to different users or groups
of users. Thus, this dynamic approach enables a solution where each beacon device can
advertise various topics. Differently said, we offer a customized BLE beacon broadcasting
method where the user is first recognized (discovered), and according to that information, the
corresponding information is broadcasted to the recognized user. Better said, we distinguish
users on separate profiles. These profiles are recognized when they enter a beacon advertising
area. After this step, an enhanced beacon device sends a corresponding beacon ID to a
user device. The system is implemented by coupling the open source relational database
management system like MySQL [GB01] and the Python object-oriented programming
language [VR+07]. The hardware part consists of a small single-board computer such as
Raspberry Pi [RW12].
We structure this chapter as follows: Section 4.1 gives the Front-End and the Back-End
architecture. In Section 4.2 we describe a concept of multiple beacon devices, and in Section
4.3 we implement the system. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 give a user profile recognition and the
triggering of the corresponding beacon ID message, while in Section 4.6 we conclude the
chapter.
4.1 Front-End/Back-End Architecture
Generally speaking, the system consists of two components, the front-end, and the back-end
(see Figure 4.1). Back-end part is responsible for establishing the personalized logic. In
this case, we predefine this logic manually and use it for building profiles and specifying the
topics that the system sends to corresponding user profiles. The back-end also contains the
database where the system, in its active state, stores all identified users. The front-end has
the responsibility of discovering users and broadcasting of the dynamic data to them. It is
important to mention that the front-end and the back-end are installed on a single beacon
device (Raspberry Pi). The system identifies an individual user when accessing the beacon
coverage area and stores it in the database for further processing. If the user is already
recognized, the back-end logic associates the user with its beacon combination ID (iBeacon
format - UUID, Major, and Minor value). Each Profile ID represents a distinct profile. If the
detected user is a recently identified user, the system saves it to database and pairs it to the
specially created ID. We call this Profile ID a Visitor, and it represents the global information
for newcomers to the system.
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Fig. 4.1 System Front-End/Back-End Architecture
We explain through several steps how users interact with the system. First, a user equipped
with his smart device that can read BLE beacons enters the advertising area. One of the
beacon devices that is the part of a whole broadcasting system senses the user and recognizes
him. What the beacon device is trying to do is to identify the user’s device MAC address
over a BLE protocol. After this step, the system saves a user’s MAC address in its database.
We call this database a User Profile ID Database, and it stores all recognized users. From the
moment of their recognition, users are ready to be compared to the beacon advertisement
ID. Beacon combination ID consists of a UUID, Major and Minor value combination that
corresponds to every user profile predefined before in the system. Now, when the system
recognizes a user or users, it compares their MAC addresses to beacon IDs. After that,
the system automatically activates the corresponding beacon ID script, and user’s device
recognizes the beacon signal (see Figure 4.2). If a user device already exists as a MAC
address record in the database, the system activates the beacon ID script, and the rest of the
process is the same. The user entrance timestamp is the key to acknowledging the user when
he enters the beaconing area. This timestamp restarts whenever a specific user is recognized.
Additionally, when the user receives the beacon combination ID, its device processes and
shows a piece of information that corresponds to the received beacon combination ID. This
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last part incorporates an application part that works closely with iBeacon advertisement
processing.
Fig. 4.2 User profile recognition/distribution process
4.2 The case of multiple beacon devices
It is important to mention that beacon devices can be multiplied along the specific broadcast-
ing area. In other words, we can deploy multiple devices with the same beacon combination,
and by doing that, we extend the beaconing coverage. Here, beacon devices need to have a
particular connection between them, either Wi-Fi or some other type of connectivity. In our
case, a single beacon front-end infrastructure is responsible for user discovery and advertising,
and the back-end infrastructure connects all the beacon devices through the building Wi-Fi
infrastructure to the iBeacon user profile database (see Figure 4.3).
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Fig. 4.3 Beacon device procedure (iBeacon Process)
As mentioned, the back-end infrastructure can be flexible and not strictly based on Wi-Fi
technology. In our case, we use a Wi-Fi technology which we find more convenient for our
experiment. Single user, in other words, a user’s device, is discovered when entering the
beaconing area. This step is performed by the Input BLE Module (BLE dongle installed
on the Raspberry Pi) which continually scans for new MAC addresses over BLE protocol.
Let us not forget that the beacon device initially can not collect BLE signals since it is a
one-way broadcasting technology. When the Raspberry device (beacon device) discovers a
user, it learns its device MAC address and saves it to the iBeacon database. In this case, we
use two technologies in the whole process. First, a user is discovered through BLE protocol
and sent to the database by using a Wi-Fi connection (see Figure 4.3 step 1-3). Later, when
iBeacon database saves an input for a specific user, it associates the user with the beacon
combination ID (UUID, Major, and Minor combination) (see Figure 4.3, step 4-6). After
that, a Wi-Fi transfers the combination advertisement to a beacon device where the user
was discovered (see Figure 4.3 step 7, 8). From that point, the beacon device uses BLE
protocol again to deliver combination advertisement to the specific user (see Figure 4.3, step
9). The last step also helps us with the space monitoring process because every device has
a label inserted within its configuration, which uniquely identifies every beacon device in
the system. According to that label, iBeacon database knows in every moment where the
user is located and at what time the user received the information. In our case, the label
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is nothing else than a device custom name that updates iBeacon database every time user
gets recognized and gets a specific advert. The app installed on a user’s device reads the
combination advertisement and triggers a particular action. The action could be a simple
notification message, or something relevant to the user. Furthermore, iBeacon database saves
all the user input records and updates them every time the user enters the area. It does this by
keeping track of the user’s beacon entrance timestamps (see Figure 4.3). We have to add
that we covered discovered device names and part of their MAC addresses for the sake of
the user’s privacy (see Figure 4.4). All users from Figure 4.4 belong to Profile ID Visitors,
which in our case represents a global profile for all newcomers. However, we can apply a
specifically predefined taxonomy to all known users where they can be recognized by the
system every time they interact. More details on the taxonomy will be given in the following
sections.
Fig. 4.4 iBeacon database time stamps
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4.3 System Implementation
As mentioned before, the implementation is based on using the Raspberry Pi hardware
devices [RW12]. The reason we have chosen this small board computer over many others
is the fact that commercial solutions lack in a user recognition, or that part is done on the
user’s side by the smart device. In our case, the user is recognized on the beacon device
side, and the hardware handles the complexity. Central system hardware part consists of two
elements. The first element, as mentioned, is Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and the second part
is a Bluetooth CSR 4.0 USB dongle. Since Raspberry Pi 3 Model B has 4 USB ports, used
2 Bluetooth CSR 4.0 US dongles. One dongle was responsible for recognizing users and
the other one for sending a beacon combination ID to the users. We divided the software
part into three parts. The first part was the beacon device configuration, whereas second part
presented a user profile recognition. The third part consisted of sending beacon combination
ID to the recognized users. The implementation details and challenges will be given below.
The first thing that has to be done is to enable an iBeacon support on the Raspberry Pi device.
Said differently, we want the Raspberry Pi device to become a beacon advertiser. For this,
we need to download and install a specific BLE development libraries by using the command
prompt, since Raspberry Pi operating system, in our case Raspbian Wheezy distribution,
comes without a Bluetooth stack. These steps are presented below [htt15].
sudo apt-get install libdbus-1-dev libdbus
-glib-1-dev libglib2.0-dev libical-dev
libreadline-dev libudev-dev libusb-dev
make
After this step, we need to implement an API to allow access to BLE devices from Python.
In other words, a Python interface to Bluetooth Low Energy on Linux (Raspbian) [Git13].
mkdir -p work/bluepy
cd work/bluepy
wget https://www.kernel.org/pub
/linux/bluetooth/bluez-5.32.tar.xz
tar xvf bluez-5.32.tar.xz
Next, we build and install the downloaded source code. This step is done by using a
Linux ./configure command. The process looks like below [htt15].
cd bluez-5.32
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./configure --disable-systemd
make
sudo make install
To ensure that we installed everything accurately, first, we need to verify if the operating
system identifies a Bluetooth CSR 4.0 USB dongles. By using the command lsusb it is
evident that dongles are plugged-in accurately (Bus 001 Device 005 and Bus 001 Device
004) (see Figure 4.5).
Fig. 4.5 Checking if the BLE dongles are installed correctly
To activate the iBeacon support on BLE dongles we use the following command: sudo
hciconfig hci0 up, sudo hciconfig hci0 noscan, sudo hciconfig hci0 leadv 3. By using the
command hciconfig, we can verify if the dongles have admitted the previous commands (see
Figure 4.6).
Fig. 4.6 hciconfig command output
From the figure above, it is evident that both BLE dongles are up and running. In this
case, we enable the BLE dongle hci0 to work as an iBeacon advertiser and dongle hci1 as
a user MAC recognizer. This part we explain in the following sections. The last thing that
is missing from the initial iBeacon implementation is to include an iBeacon UUID, Major,
and Minor values and put them in the advertising mode [Eme14]. This is activated after
the process of identifying a particular. In other words, when the system identifies a specific
user profile, an automatic script is initiated with corresponding beacon ID that impersonates
UUID, Major, and Minor value numbers.
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4.4 User profile recognition
This section shows how the user profiles are getting recognized by the system. The recog-
nition component consists of a customized Python script that can sense user devices MAC
addresses through the BLE protocol [Git15]. The only condition that needs to be satisfied
is that user devices have BLE protocol integrated and that the service is turned on during
the identification process. The whole process consists of several actions. The first action is
when the user enters the broadcasting region, and the Raspberry Pi identifies the users device
MAC address. The second action is to save the user MAC address to the specific database.
In our case, this DB we call a User Profile ID Database (UPIDDB). We implement it on the
same Raspberry Pi device, although any device that supports MYSQL can serve the purpose
[GB01]. During the third step, the system automatically initiates a corresponding beacon ID,
what is explained in the next section. As said before, a database is based on MYSQL version
5.5.54 (Debian-Linux-gnu). For easier implementation, MYSQL database is installed on the
same Raspberry Pi device that is our beacon ID advertiser [Bel13]. After saving the specific
user to the database, the user’s record remains in the DB and every time a user re-enters the
area the only thing that changes is the timestamp of his arrival. This time stamp information
represents the key point of activating and advertising a corresponding beacon ID combination
to the identified user. User identification Python script follows several steps for the successful
discovery of user device MAC address and user profile recognition. Before explaining that, it
is necessary to mention that user profiles can appear in the database manually or dynamically.
Manually means if we already know a user’s MAC address and we want to recognize the
user as, e.g., Researcher Profile ID we can save it under desired profile to the database. In
that case, when user device with already inserted MAC address accesses the area, the system
identifies a user profile as such as in the database. Dynamically means if new MAC address
accesses the advertising area, MAC address gets saved to the databases under solicited profile,
which is configured before.
Every new MAC address will be saved under same profile. In other words, this profile
represents a temporary profile and can present a potential common profile that we want to be
recognized later in the future. In this case, we named it Visitors. For the recognition method,
we use a customized Python script that continually searches for new, or previously known
MAC addresses. The script sequentially first checks for the MAC addresses by utilizing a
Bluetooth library that we had to import at the beginning of the script [Hey13]. Scanning
code is as follows:
#INQUIRY PROCESS FROM THE BLUETOOTH LIBRARY
print("performing inquiry...searching
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for the nearby BLE devices")
nearby_devices = bluetooth.discover_devices
(duration = search_time, lookup_names
= True, flush_cache = True)
Fig. 4.7 Current users in the database
The script is regularly checking until it finds a new or old MAC address. When it is found,
the system saves it to the database under a new record with an identification time stamp. In
the case where the system detects a MAC address that already has an input in the database,
it only renews a new identification timestamp with the old one. After this step is done, a
Python script is introduced that scans for record changes in the database. In other words; a
script is scanning for any change in the timestamp column of saved MAC address records.
The part of UPIDDB is shown in Figure 4.7. For the sake of security and privacy, MAC
addresses and discovered usernames are covered. For updating time stamp of the inputs
saved in the database we had to implement an adjusted MYSQL store procedure. A store
procedure impersonates a declarative SQL statement that we save inside the database catalog
[HF06]. Our store procedure activates every time a new or an old record enters the database
and updates the timestamp column, or keeps a new input inside the database, as we can see
from Figure 4.7. We present this process below.
DELIMITER //
DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS mac;
CREATE PROCEDURE mac (IN p_mac_addr VARCHAR(25),
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IN p_name VARCHAR(25)) BEGIN DECLARE v_id int;
SELECT id INTO v_id
FROM Profile_Table
WHERE Address = p_mac_addr; IF v_id IS NULL
OR v_id = ” THEN
INSERT INTO Profile_Table (address, name,
profileid)
VALUES (p_mac_addr,
p_name,
’Visitors’); ELSE
UPDATE Profile_Table
SET TIMESTAMP = CURRENT_TIMESTAMP
WHERE id=v_id; END IF; END //
From the code above, we can see that this store procedure, called ”mac,” is renewing all
the values of the Profile Table of UPIDDB to their old values, in case the record exists. The
only database field that is updated to the new value is the timestamp (SET TIMESTAMP =
CURRENT TIMESTAMP), what is used to trigger the beacon ID. In case a sensed MAC
address is new address, the store procedure (mac) saves it as such in the database table and
only applies the update procedure if it appears again in the broadcasting area.
4.5 Triggering the corresponding beacon ID
Here we explain how the system is triggering a corresponding beacon combination ID after
a particular user profile is recognized. This is an automatic event triggered by the user’s
entrance to the advertising region. How the system identifies the user is explained in the
previous section. In this section, we present the next step in the dynamic beaconing process.
For this component, we build another table in the same database that is called log table.
This particular table consists only of records earlier saved in the Profile Table table, but
with corresponding changes, in other words, renewed timestamps. For this job, we had to
implement a MYSQL trigger technique. This trigger (see code below) copies the records from
the Profile Table to log table when there is a change in the timestamp column. The trigger
looks as follows:
DELIMITER $$
CREATE TRIGGER trigger1
BEFORE UPDATE ON Profile_Table
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FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN
IF OLD.timestamp <> NEW.timestamp THEN
REPLACE INTO log(Address,Name,ProfileID,ts)
VALUES(OLD.Address,OLD.Name,OLD.ProfileID,
NEW.timestamp);
END IF;
END$$
DELIMITER ;
While records are getting collected in the log table, a different script is continuously
monitoring for log table change, and according to that, it triggers a corresponding beacon
combination ID. Next, only one fragment of the script is displayed since the other one is too
long and repeated with different profile IDs.
cursor.execute(’SELECT * FROM log’)
rows = cursor.fetchall()
for row in rows:
profile_id = row[’ProfileID’]
if profile_id == ’I_year_students’:
print ’Researcher just entered the
area, activating the script’
subprocess.call([’./Researchers’])
elif profile_id == ’Visitor’:
print ’II year student just entered the
area, activating the script’
subprocess.call([’./Visitors’])
As part of the code above, we can see that when the log table is populated, the script
checks which user profiles just accessed the area by consulting the profile ID column. It is
possible to create as many profile IDs as necessary or save all profiles that are not recognized
under one name (Visitors, for example). The second part of the script is subprocess.call.
This command calls a Bash script [NR05] where we save every profile beacon combination
ID. Moreover, every profile has its Bash script file that is kept on the Raspberry Pi device
and initiates every time a new user appears. We present the Visitors profile ID Bash beacon
combination ID script as an example of the beacon combination ID mentioned before.
#!/bin/sh
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export BLUETOOTH_DEVICE=hci1
export UUID="e2 0a 39 f4 73 f5 4b c4 a1 2f 17 d1
ad 07 a9 61"
export MAJOR="00 13"
export MINOR="00 01"
export POWER="c8"
echo "VISITORS iBEACON..."
sudo hciconfig $BLUETOOTH_DEVICE up
sudo hciconfig $BLUETOOTH_DEVICE noleadv
sudo hciconfig $BLUETOOTH_DEVICE leadv 3
sudo hcitool -i hci1 cmd 0x08 0x0008 1e 02 01 1a
1a ff 4c 00 02 15 $UUID $MAJOR $MINOR $POWER 00
echo "Complete"
The previous code represents a Bash script that the system uses for the advertisement of a
beacon combination ID. Beacon combination ID is the UUID, MAJOR and MINOR part of
the figure above. We can see that the script is using a BLE hci1 dongle for the advertisement
method. That leaves hci0 BLE dongle to work as a user profile recognition method, what
was previously explained. Additionally, the script activated the hci1 dongle accurately with
commands such as up, noleadv, and leadv3. The last part of the script calls previously
initialized beacon ID values by using the command sudo hcitool -i hci1 cmd 0x08 0x0008 1e
02 01 1a 1a ff 4c 00 02 15 UUIDMAJOR MINORPOWER 00.
Four different user profiles entered the advertising area at the same moment, what is
shown in Figure 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8 Advertising beacon IDs to different user profiles
Figure 4.8 shows that four users entered the beaconing area. The system can be easily
adjusted to any organizational unit or a company to satisfy user needs.
4.6 Discussion
As previously mentioned, iBeacon, as part of the BLE technology, is broadly used in
various commercial environments, retail business, healthcare, industry and so on. This
adaptable technological concept offers an advertising solution where every iBeacon can
only support one beacon combination ID. Knowing the fact that such concept is static
and also that changing a beacon combination ID should be manually done, it also fails the
challenge of lowering down the network congestion. In this chapter, by using BLE advertising
characteristics, we build a dynamic content distribution system based on Raspberry Pi device.
In such system, an iBeacon broadcasting device serves multiple profiles. For this multi-profile
solution, first, the users had to be recognized. For this step, we obtained a user’s device
MAC address over BLE protocol. To deliver information to recognized profiles, we used
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the iBeacon architecture (beacon combination - UUID, Major and Minor values) to pair it
with the information topic received by the previously recognized profile. By doing this, we
are lowering the costs of the whole system implementations by not having single iBeacon
device for every profile and every user topic, but one device that simultaneously serves many
profiles. The system showed a real potential to be an inexpensive, scalable solution in any
information broadcasting environment. Finally, a single iBeacon advertiser can serve all the
user profiles that are found in the advertising area when needed. This chapter is a part of
the work that has been presented at the International Conference on Control, Decision and
Information Technologies (CoDIT’18), and it is currently in press [MRA18].

Chapter 5
An interest-based dynamic BLE system
In the last chapter, we have introduced the technical part of dynamic beacon proposal
and explained the implementation process. In this chapter, we deepen that knowledge by
introducing a taxonomy approach for user profiling in the specific environment along its use.
Meanwhile, people today tend to communicate more interactively using their smart-phones,
it is becoming evident that this communication should be dynamic and ubiquitous.
Since it is expected to have a tremendous amount of data produced in the IoT [GBMP13],
the real difficulty lies in how to divide such information correctly and point it in the right
direction. IoT embodies a networking environment possible to share information. Technolog-
ically, it includes many sensors that generate data, and it is of great importance to classify
this data, so the users receive only the information that is important to them. That said,
distribution and organization of essential data could represent a primary challenge.
Having many beacon devices in a small-sized area is not so handy, and, as mentioned
before, it makes network wireless congestion and network load even worst [BVR17]. Stan-
dard beacon devices usually do not implement advanced features, and because they are
usually decentralized, managing them can also present a challenge. In many cases, we need
to approach manually to each beacon device for some configuration changes. Excellent
centralized systems that can regulate all the beacons at the same time exist, but either they
are costly, or part of some larger commercial solution [CMX17].
In this chapter, by using already explained dynamic BLE beacon infrastructure in Chapter
4, we define an interest-based system for dynamic advertisement of information. Additionally,
we demonstrate how to overcome the static architecture and how to implement a dynamic
content distribution based on the taxonomy of interests. That said, we express this dynamic
data, as a part of the iBeacon UUID (Universally Unique Identifier), with a hierarchical
architecture, explained in the following sections.
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We propose a solution where users’ interests are mapped according to a particular
taxonomy. For that goal, we intend to match UUID with a taxonomy of interests, where we
identify a user profile in a particular way. In our case, recognizing the user is a process in
which we recover a user’s device MAC address and compare it against a MAC address linked
to a predefined user interest profile. For the solution to function appropriately, user profiles
had to be predefined before and implemented in the User Profile ID Database (UPIDDB).
When a user’s MAC address is equal to the predefined interest-based profile (MAC address
linked to the user profile), according to the taxonomy, the proper operation is triggered. Such
activity outlines a mere display of information content, transferring information to the next
node which has the same interest or saving data for later processing. We provide a different
approach to using BLE iBeacons technology, which implies to:
• Compare the proposed approach with current solutions.
• Describe the taxonomy-user profile relationship.
• Elaborate the taxonomy for effective dynamic information distribution.
• Apply the taxonomy to the BLE dynamic beacon infrastructure.
This chapter we organize as follows: In section 5.1 we give a closer look at the related
work, while in section 5.2 we explain the taxonomy and how we combine it with the beacon
architecture. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 give the scenario example for better understanding of the
taxonomy. Section 5.5 is the discussion part of the chapter.
5.1 Related work
After Apple’s announcement, in 2013, about the idea of iBeacon, one of the worlds largest
companies, Google, has also got involved and later declared their significant interest in the
project called Eddystone[dev15]. Google’s beacon format released in 2015 provides a low-
priced product and gives an open source option for developers. In their product assortment,
they offer a diversity of beacon instances, depending on client needs, such as Eddystone
for developers, for beacon manufacturers, for businesses, and for Google products. While
Google offers its format as an open source, Apple still keeps its beacon format proprietary.
Researchers are principally orientating on the potential use of a BLE, like Location-
Based Bluetooth LE Mobile Game for Museum Exploration [NBHS16]. Researchers, like in
[DA14], developed an application for the retailing area that receives commercial advertise-
ments according to user’s location in shopping markets. In [KBLG16] the authors use Beacon
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technology for monitoring a faculty-student attendance where he changes the traditional
handwritten approach to automatic attendance monitoring via Android smart devices.
In [YWZ15], authors use iBeacon technology for indoor positioning system in hospitals.
When a user enters a hospital, an iBeacon with the appropriate server collaboration automati-
cally transmits the location information to the client. That way, it assists the user to be led
through the hospital. In [AH16], the authors are using the Beacon technology for people
with disabilities. In such system, the authors are focusing on digital aid support for sight
impairment and motor disabilities. By using his voice or specific gesture, a disabled person
activates his/her electronically enabled nearby devices. Finally, the authors of [AV16] are
using a BLE beacon technology to develop a public transport application. The system is
based on travelers location and his smartphone while moving among different areas. In this
context, passengers could profit from BLE by automatically obtaining contextual information
when changing their current location.
5.2 Interest-based taxonomy overview
The iBeacon technology gives a perfect match for defining different items, processes or users’
interests (see Figure 5.1).
Fig. 5.1 Associating UUID, Major and minor numbers to distinguish interests
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Better explained, UUID number, which is a part of the iBeacon, can represent a particular
department, e.g., Finance Department while major and minor numbers can represent specific
sections inside that department, e.g., Business Planning, Financial Information Service,
Income Section. Connecting this architecture to an interest-based system gives a possibility
to have 65536 interests that users or devices could use for different types of data. BLE
iBeacon technology, in the first place, was not built for interest-based classification, but it
has a satisfying format structure to incorporate it.
Fig. 5.2 Taxonomy explanation
Considering that the iBeacon technology contains three main parts (UUID, Major, and
Minor number), we suggest to use the system taxonomy where the UUID value serves as
the Device ID; the Major value as the Profile ID. The Minor identifier represents an Info
ID that represents an Interest ID (see Figure 5.2). As already explained, we will use a
combination of UUID, Major and Minor number to identify a specific user profile and a
corresponding interest in information distribution to the specific profile. Typically, when
configuring a beacon device to use a particular combination of UUID, Major and Minor
number (Advertisement identification), it is designed to be static on the device. Including
another advertisement identification, a different iBeacon advertiser (beacon device) has to be
introduced and configure it in such way. Every beacon advertiser represents a unique user
interest which is not very efficient. From such dynamic approach, the user’ smartphone, or
better said the application installed on the user’s side does not need to process all the UUID,
major, and number combinations, but just the one related to his profile. In our design, final
aim is to build a system with as little as possible beacon devices and in that way display user
profiles and interests.
Displaying diverse human interests with beacon advertisements presents a challenge
since, as already mentioned, beacon devices are expected to have a static configuration,
where every topic pairs with a corresponding beacon device. Hence, a considerable amount
of beacon devices is required in one area to represent specific interest, what could lead
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to inefficiency and bring potential latency in a data advertising distribution area [BVR17].
What we are trying to achieve is a dynamic beacon infrastructure where a specific taxonomy
recognizes users according to a profile, and where every user receives information according
to his profile ID. For this, the beacon devices are dynamically spreading information. By
dynamically, we mean that the single beacon configuration changes every time a new profile
ID enters the advertising area.
Since the system is based on iBeacon broadcasting method, it does not know whether the
user has received the notification or not. However, the system knows if the user is still in the
broadcasting area, and adjusting it to broadcast during a specific amount of time helps the
system to deal with the user notification receipt confirmation. In this regard, the notification
broadcasting can be customized and adjusted to the specific environment needs.
5.3 Scenario example
One of the areas where we can use this interest-based concept is the educational system. Every
year educational institutions receive a substantial number of new students, while at the same
time dealing with current students also presents a challenge. That said, a particular faculty
often invest money in booklets, pamphlets and other helpful material for students. Besides,
faculty building usually contains areas, e.g., hall, floors, departments, classrooms, labs,
offices, and so on. Simply put, faculty as an environment is a heterogeneous system where
building management needs to plan wisely to use its resources to the fullest. In that event, by
using specific taxonomy, and combining the UUID, major and minor numbers, faculty assets
could be logically divided and used accordingly regarding information distribution. More
specific hierarchy is also possible where the division can be applied to student academic year
as well. Besides, to be more specific, distributing undergraduate, master and Ph.D. students
in years, departments, classes, and so on gives a good insight base for future management
analytics.
For a better explanation of our approach, we present an example that we connect to the
taxonomy and the system architecture. We show this on a faculty example and two students
attending that faculty. The first student, called Mark, is a first-year student of college of
computer science, department of mathematics. Mark usually participates in his Calculus
class in the same classroom number 15. In the meantime, a faculty staff needs to move the
Calculus classes to the other classroom and inform all the students about the change in the
schedule. While entering the building, Mark receives update information about the new
classroom. From that moment, he is in a different classroom number 20. He also receives
a piece of information about the new mathematics workshop event that is going to happen
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next week at his faculty. From this information, we can notice that Mark is receiving two
things, which is dynamic information related to the event and static information regarding the
change in the faculty infrastructure. Mark is already carrying the device that is connected and
subscribed to the beacons for receiving the faculty information. The beacons are spreading
the news with the exact taxonomy. Since Mark is a first-year student, he receives only a
first-year student type of information. However, a second student John, who is a friend of
Mark, is also a first-year student. In the same moment when Mark receives his first-year
info about the Calculus changes, John receives info about Quantum Physics classes, because
John is enrolled in a department of Physics group. That is to say, Mark and John belong to
different departments, and that is why they both receive a different kind of information.
Fig. 5.3 Faculty system example
With this approach, a student only receives specific info that is of his interest and system
lefts him out of all other irrelevant broadcasting information. We can apply this architecture
to any faculty system to deliver specific interest student information to distinguish different
interest student groups. For example, a student who is attending the second year of college
does not need to receive first-year student information.
Figure 5.3 presents a potential layout of an ordinary faculty building where the proposed
method can be found useful. To achieve the full coverage and to make the system functional,
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an excellent site survey is a mandatory step in the system deployment. As a bonus, the system
also supports a possibility to have several devices with the same configuration parameters,
which multiplies the advertising area of a specific beacon.
5.4 Taxonomy architecture
Fig. 5.4 System architecture
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This section describes further details to achieve an appropriate BLE dynamic beacon in-
frastructure. The repository of all data is the User profile ID database (UPIDDB). This DB
represents the part of the system architecture (see Figure 5.4) and it contains a taxonomy
combination (see Figure 5.5) and a user’s device MAC address record. This record helps the
database to be familiar with the current users on the system and what beacon combination
ID (UUID, major, and minor values) needs to broadcast to the recognized users. It is worth
mentioning that the user can hold different combinations, which mainly depends on the
system architecture. As in Figure 5.6, the combination of "x1y1y6y12y13y14y15y16"
commands the system to send all the info of the I year subjects, exams, events, library,
change in the infrastructure, restaurant offer and global info to the user profile under ID x1.
According to this, the system divides the information by different ID. The process is
dynamic, and the beacon combination ID is manually or automatically changeable. The user
profile can own a temporary status, and later the system can change his status to the other
combination, depending on his engagement in the system.
Fig. 5.5 Taxonomy Profile ID, Info ID table
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Moreover, the beacon combination ID indicates the system to distribute the info through
the specific beacon established at the beaconing site. Each beacon signal owns an ID
combination which directs it to spread corresponding info to the recognized user profiles.
Single beacon device can implement an ID combination temporary or permanently, as well
as automatically or manually on a particular beacon device. To achieve such dynamic
system with static beacon devices, it demands too many advertisers at the site. That said, in
combination with UPIDDB, a beacon device can change its beacon combination according
to the distribution of the information.
Fig. 5.6 I year student taxonomy example
Achieving such dynamic behavior presents a challenge, where the advertising device
holds a temporary combination ID (UUID, major, and minor value). We have to change a
configuration of the iBeacon advertiser, according to user movements (when user device
enters and leaves the advertising area). The procedure is as follows: when the user reaches
the advertising area of the beacons, a modified beacon device discovers a user’s smartphone
(Figure 5.4: step 1). Modified beacon is a device that at the same moment can operate
in a scanning mode, as well as in the iBeacon mode (advertising specific information to
corresponding users) [TCD14].
All the user profiles, Profile ID’s, are saved in the User profile ID database (UPIDDB).
Obtaining user profiles is a process of constant scanning and seeking for BLE user devices.
Next, a user’s ID (MAC address) is identified by the particular beacon and sent to the
comparing process to the UPIDDB (Figure 5.4: step 2-6). After the process of matching the
user profile with the particular profile, the system assigns him an ID (combination of UUID,
major and minor number). For example, the system identifies a user as a visitor and assigns
to his profile an "x13y16" ID that represents a Visitor/Global Info ID. Now the user only
accepts the global info about the system, the faculty and how to get better interaction and get
more involved with the system. If the user is already a member of the system, the system, in
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its lookup process looks for the update and offers a user all the updated info since the last
time a user was detected.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.7 show a new user that is accessing the broadcasting area.
His MAC address is obtained by the first beacon device (iBeacon advertiser) and sent to
the UPIDDB for lookup process. After a user is verified, the configuration of the beacon
advertiser (Raspberry Pi in our case) is changed, and a new combination of UUID, Major,
and the Minor number instructs to the user’s device application to display corresponding
message data. In order to read the content, a user needs to have an application installed on
his smart device.
Fig. 5.7 New user interaction
Better explained, a single iBeacon device combines the discovery and the advertising
BLE mode. A beacon device in the discovery mode continuously seeks for the nearby devices
(BLE devices), while in the advertising mode it sends relevant interest-based data to the
recognized users. When a specific user accesses the broadcasting area, his smartphone BLE
MAC address gets recognized by the area beacon device that works in a passive scanning
mode. Next, the beacon device sends the user’s BLE MAC address to the database through
the back-end infrastructure. The back-end can be based on any connection technology, or
even implemented on the same device where the beacon functionality is installed. Sending
the information to the recognized user, the advertising mode of the beacon device (iBeacon
mode) has to be used. User recognition part could also be done on the device software side
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with some application identifier, but in that case, the focal point would be the application. In
that context, we are using MAC addresses for user recognition to lower down the application
processing and involve more hardware processing. In our case, we are trying to conceive a
dynamic beacon as the hardware focal spot for processing mechanism.
We divide a dynamic beacon infrastructure into two parts; the front-end, and the back-end
part. The responsibility of the back-end part is to define the personalized logic. In our
case, we set this logic manually and use it for building profiles and defining the topics that
the system transmits to corresponding user profiles. Also, the back-end part contains the
database where the system, in its active phase, saves all recognized users. On the other hand,
the front-end part is responsible for discovering users and simultaneous broadcasting the
dynamic information to all recognized users.
The advertising beacon device (see Figure 5.7) does not hold static beacon configuration,
but a dynamic framework that is changing whenever a user appears with another MAC
address. In our case, every Profile ID has his interest (Info ID). Beacon advertising device
changes the beacon advertising configuration (UUID, Major, and Minor number) whenever
a different user MAC address is detected. User application recognizes UUID, Major, and
Minor number combination and displays the corresponding info data.
5.5 Discussion
Even though we may consider other technologies as a primary approach for the proposed
system, in this particular case, BLE has some advantages. Comparing to other similar
technologies like Wi-Fi one of the principal advantages is its low power consumption
[PPLA17]. Besides, users who have their Bluetooth active on the smartphones is on the
rise. In 2015 a research observed that BLE ’on’ rates were approximately 40%, and in 2017
the rates have grown significantly to over 60% [Coo17]. Furthermore, Wi-Fi technology,
before any data exchange, requires an established connection between two hosts, which is
not suitable in our case. A comparable situation is with Wi-Fi direct and classic Bluetooth
[TDSL11]. Nevertheless, what could be done to ensure that users with some specific
application have Bluetooth active? One simple solution to this would be geofencing [MG02].
Such method would allow the system facilitators to set the geofencing area and to notify the
users to keep their Bluetooth active, once they enter or exit the region.
In comparison to other similar solutions (see Section 5.1), we suggest an inexpensive so-
lution that lowers down the possible network congestion caused by conventional broadcasting
devices. The proposed solution supports multiple profiles through BLE iBeacon broadcasting.
For this purpose, first, the user profile has to be recognized. The recognition process is
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done by obtaining a user’s device MAC address over BLE protocol. Information delivery
is a process where the iBeacon architecture (beacon ID combination - UUID, Major and
Minor values) is used to pair with the specific information topic received by the previously
recognized profile. So, we lower the costs of the entire system implementations by not
having different beacon devices for every profile and every user topic, but one device that
simultaneously attends different profiles. This presents the main advantage when we compare
our proposal to other solutions where the interaction between the system and the user is
mostly static or handled by the application on the user side [SBASYPD17] [SG16].
As an emerging low power wireless technology, BLE iBeacon technology has become an
essential part of the IoT world. Its pervasiveness has given the possibility for many different,
otherwise manually driven, concepts to work in a different, enhanced, and more automated
fashion. However developing an application that works closely with the beacon hardware,
became a primary focus and the central point of all the processing, leaving the iBeacon
hardware as a static device without any advanced functionality. As already discussed, many
solutions exist on this subject, but most of the processing is done on the application side,
or the beacon devices are static regarding broadcasting different topics. In most cases, it
became compulsory for the user to have an application installed on his smartphone. In the
next chapter, we are expanding that system with real-world examples to show its usage and
benefit for different purposes.
This chapter is a part of the manuscript that is currently under the review of the Personal
and Ubiquitous Computing journal (ISSN: 1617-4917).
Chapter 6
Automatic Attendance Control System
The recognition process in our dynamic BLE advertisement system contributes to automate
attendance monitoring through collecting users’ smartphones BLE signals in any scenario
environment where such detection is required. To display proof of concept, we employ the
mentioned system for collecting students’ lecture attendance in the academic environment.
Our scenario experiment took place at the Faculty of Engineering and Telecommunications
of Vigo in Spain. We have established one beacon device in the hallway, for testing the
dynamic beacon broadcasting, and another device in one of the classrooms of the Faculty for
collecting student attendance.
The experiment was conveyed in a one-month period, and we present the details in
the following sections. In this work, we show how our dynamic system can be used to
automatically monitor attendance when users are in beacon proximity, without any application
installed on the user side. However, with the application installed on the user side, a system
may eventually broadcast information to him, in our case study, e.g., different events, classes
timetable, homework, faculty changes, and so on.
6.1 Related work
The latest progress in the BLE field of research gave some great examples of the use of
such technology in today’s world, from retail business [SMC+17] and providing a better
experience to the clients, to monitoring different processes in industry or health [SSKY16]
[KFA+16]. When talking about beacon engagement in the academic environment, few
projects have been proposed and deployed. Moreover, authors in [SG16] are using beacons
for faculty administrative tasks and interacting with the students by sending them Web
links and the corresponding notifications. Another feature of this system is the automatic
student attendance collection, where students according to their stay in the classroom, during
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particular lecture, get recorded by the system. That said, when the specific student is near
beacon a clock time starts in the application background automatically and according to its
proximity (near, immediate), local clock-time increases. However, the majority of the work
is done on the application side (student’s smartphone).
As already mentioned in Chapter 4 researchers in [SBASYPD17] have proposed the
smart college control system with the ability of automatic student class attendance. For
the system to be able to identify a particular student, a student has to use an Android app
and to mark his attendance during a particular class. Likewise, authors in [AM16] have
built a system that facilitates the teachers to collect student attendances. For this purpose,
the Android application communicates with the BLE beacon planted in the classroom and
obtains the sensor data, from ID cards, that matches the student’s attendance. Still, to collect
attendance, a teacher has to collect all the BLE signals manually through the app.
6.2 Recognition scenario overview
As explained before, this dynamic BLE advertising system is versatile to trigger actions
based on the recognition work-flow. In this section, we explain the idea of a unique system
that recognizes users while in a vicinity of a beacon and triggers some actions based on
that previous recognition. The user’s smart device can be used to monitor the proximity
location of a user in the beacon coverage area. According to this location information, a
user’s presence record will automatically get updated on the system. For better understanding,
we took the example of students lecture attendance. Usually, when students enter a specific
classroom, a professor manually checks the students’ participation, either on a piece of paper
or using some application. This process is time-consuming and adds complexity to further
school analysis, e.g., If the school board wants to get valid student/classes/subject insight,
everything has to be done almost manually. However, by using BLE in combination with the
student’s smartphone, or some other BLE enabled device, this work can be automatized and
can save considerable time for the future analysis.
We show the proposal in Figure 6.1, where the beacon device operates in two modes,
the discovery, and the optional advertising mode that uses the iBeacon technology. The
discovery mode, as already mentioned in the previous chapter, is in a continuous exploration
for the nearby devices (BLE devices) and the advertising mode optionally transfers some
relevant interest-based data to the recognized users. When a particular user enters a classroom
(broadcasting area), his smartphone MAC address is recognized by the classroom beacon
device that works in a discovery (passive scanning) mode. For the user to be recognized,
it is not necessary to have an installed application on his smartphone, or even connect to
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the system since the user is recognized automatically. Next, the beacon device sends the
user’s MAC address to the database through the back-end infrastructure. The back-end can
be based on any connection technology, or even implemented on the same device where the
beacon functionality is installed. In our case, it is installed on one of the Raspberries and
connected via secured Wi-Fi connection. To send some information to the recognized user,
we need to use the advertising mode of the beacon device (iBeacon mode). However, this
step is optional and asks for an application on the user’s side.
Fig. 6.1 Dynamic beacon functionality
The database is nothing else but a student repository where all his relevant data is
saved (Student year, subjects, classroom he attended and time, personal info, and so on.).
Personal user information can be inserted from the faculty information system, while all
the other information (student movement activity) can be collected from the database. Also,
the database contains a student attendance report of his every attendance, for which the
beacon device is used in the first place. In that case, the system would suffer from false
attendance inputs. This presence is not marked at the same moment when the student enters
the classroom but after a specific period. This period depends on how the faculty organizes
and schedules their classes, and also how does it handle students attendance. For example,
if the faculty agrees for the lessons to be held for 2 hours, then the beacon device can be
configured in that manner. A minimum number of student acknowledgments by the system,
during the lecture time, is flexible and configurable, and it is a subject to the faculty policy.
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If the student is present in the classroom during the whole lecture period (e.g., two hours),
the system marks his attendance as the database record.
However, we have to consider a problem of the signal overlapping, especially if the
beaconing areas are next one to another (two classrooms, offices, and so on). For example,
if two students are attending classes in the different classrooms, and the classrooms are
close as mentioned, it is possible for the signal to overlap. This behavior would result in
collecting false data. In that case, the system would not correctly treat the inputs, and the
output would not be trustworthy. Even with an excellent and planned site survey, we have
to take into account a certain amount of false positives. First, a precise positioning of the
beacon device and the proper site survey of the classroom need to be done. Second, an
additional mechanism to prevent such behavior needs to be included. In our case, that is
a door scanner positioned correctly at the classroom entrance, so that the system can scan
students when entering the room. For that matter, we can use the infrared technology or
something alike and connect it and configure it to the Raspberry device, dynamic iBeacon
in our case. The beacon device can work simultaneously for many different profiles. In
other words, it can recognize different profiles, if profile recognition is implemented into
the database. In this case, all we need is one beacon device per every classroom. That said,
we lower the broadcasting congestion and network latency that represent the problem for
most of the IEEE 802 networks. The beacon device does not have to be a part of the school
infrastructure (school Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and so on).
Although every beacon device has to connect to the central beacon repository, in our case,
this repository is the database. As mentioned before, for the beacon to function dynamically,
constant connection to DB is necessary. This way, the beacon advertiser is changing his
beacon combination ID, depending on profile entrance and, if needed, disseminates the
corresponding information to the users. The most critical piece of information for the system
to be functional is the user’s device MAC address with which the system recognizes a
particular user and, consequently, his profile. A user device does not have to be his private
mobile phone explicitly, but any piece of hardware that supports BLE (BLE token, smart card,
and so on). However, if we want to utilize a full system capacity, advertising information
to the students, using smartphones represents a better approach. For the system to work
appropriately, student phone MAC addresses need to be included in the database before
the student attendance checking. Undoubtedly, configuring the beacon device to work in a
dynamic mode presents a challenging task.
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6.3 Experiment and results
The beacon device is connected to the database, "UPIDDB" in our case. UPIDDB, as already
explained, is based on the MySQL open-source relational database management system. In
our case, a single dynamic beacon device is located in the middle of the ceiling of one of the
classrooms, for the uniform distribution of signal, and it is activated to work in discovery
mode (see Figure 6.2).
Fig. 6.2 System architecture
To show that single beacon device is capable of acquiring different user profiles, we
planted it in one part of the faculty area and gathered information during a short period. As
already mentioned before, user profiles, in this case, had to be predefined and inserted into
the UPIDDB database. We were able to recognize and collect four users simultaneously.
The beacon device after recognizing specific profile (user), by scanning his phone’s MAC
address, it activates the script for some information distribution. The device broadcasts an
iBeacon combination ID (UUID, Major, and Minor values) that corresponds to a particular
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user profile. Let us not forget that for the notification part, an application has to be developed
and installed on the users’ smart devices.
To acquire student attendance, we planted another beacon device in one of the classrooms
for precisely one month and monitored the lecture that students had on Monday’s from 9 h to
11 h. After collecting and processing all the data (students’ devices MAC addresses), the
results were following: a) four users were recognized continuously during the periods of the
lecture on different days (18th, 25th of September, 2nd, 9th of October) (see Figure 6.3).
b). All the users were recognized by the system approximately every 5 minutes, which is
satisfying if we consider that the beacon was configured to discover users the same amount
of time. The beacon device could have been configured to collect the student attendance after
less amount of time. However, in our case, that was not necessary since we found convenient
that a five minute period was more than enough. We have to take into account that student
entered the classroom pretty much around the same time. On the other hand, they left the
class at different times (September 18 of at 10:50 h, September 25 at 11 h, October 2 at 10:41
h, and on the 9th of October at 10:29 h) (see Figure 6.3). Furthermore, two users that were
not part of the class were discovered by the system on October 9th. This behavior is probably
due to the signal overlapping what we explained before. Also, the students do not meet the
class period requirements since they were only recognized once in two hour period, and we
can consider them as not valid for the specific lecture attendance list.
Fig. 6.3 Recognized users in the classroom
We have to mention that no influence on users was done, regarding their smart devices
and activating the BLE protocol, whatsoever. Also, for the sake of user privacy, we had to
change users MAC addresses for randomly generated names.
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6.4 Discussion
This method of including beacon device into more active processing and system involvement
according to particular inputs can be used in many fields. It makes it even easier since
Raspberry Pi accepts broad types of sensors for different requirements and it makes a perfect
device for any beacon solution. Although it is evident that beacon devices are becoming more
popular and that lately are included in many research and business projects, their potential
is underutilized. The majority of processing is handled by the application, which remains
on a user’s smartphone or some other compatible device. Nevertheless, letting the software
part to do all the processing can become application saturated, and if we take into account
that today’s users have many apps installed on their device, the problem is evident. When
comparing to other related work, like in [SG16], our solution offers a different approach
to the given problem of collecting student attendances. It puts the majority of work on the
hardware side, which is the beacon device in our case, and as such, it lowers the processing
complexity on the application side (user’s smart device). This chapter is a part of the work
that has been accepted by the International Conference on Wireless Networks and Mobile
Systems (WINSYS’18), and it is currently in press [BVR18].

Chapter 7
Space Occupancy Through BLE
Dynamic Broadcasting
Identifying occupied indoor spaces within some particular building is fundamental for
many reasons, such as better building optimization and management of emergency situation
evacuation plan. Taking advantage of the dynamic BLE beacon system, in this chapter, we
propose to monitor the space occupancy throughout the study area (typically inside a building)
by following the beacon-device data exchange. We expand our dynamic beaconing system
and offer a solution for monitoring space occupancy through dynamic BLE information
broadcasting by extracting interaction statistics between the system and the users’ smart
devices. This information would be later used to improve space analysis. As a proof of
concept, we present an experiment inside a faculty, to check the potentiality of the proposal
by obtaining the results.
The idea is to spread different information to various users dynamically and to use
that information for space monitoring. We use feedback from the devices that are directly
associated with the user position while receiving the broadcast. First, this input gives us an
indoor user position insight. Second, such output can also be used by building managers, to
design the inside of the building the way that it will be used better and make its usage even
more productive and functional. Optionally, user position could help us in profiling users.
That said, by analyzing his position it is possible to define their profiles according to the
areas that they have been using. Any message dissemination system may use this solution
since it is easy to integrate it into existing infrastructures with minimum investment.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• Use BLE beacon dynamism as a base for analyzing space occupancy.
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• Provide study of the system performance by extracting and analyzing data from the
proposed solution.
• Compare the proposed method with solutions existing in literature and show that the
proposed approach is more flexible and offers more possibilities.
• Analyse the results and provide space occupancy by localizing user position.
In our case, we have tested it as an indoor solution for faculty information broadcasting
to all faculty users, as well as a real-time space monitoring solution where we examine how
users utilize building space through the indoor localization. The experiment through which
we will show how our system works, and from which we will extract all the analytics was
conducted in 29 days (from 15th of September until 13th of October 2017).
The remainder of this chapter we divide into several sections. Section 7.1 gives the
related work and what motivates us to experiment in this area. Section 7.2 shows the pilot
experiment and all the details regarding the conducted monitoring and system performance.
Section 7.3 gives the single beacon data collection and the statistics, while in section 7.4 we
show the data collection from multiple beacons. Section 7.5 gives the results. In sections 7.6
and 7.7 we discuss the optional system possibilities and conclude the chapter.
7.1 Related Work
As mentioned before, thanks to the BLE low-power capability and minimum energy con-
sumption [KL10], the whole concept gives to developers, researchers and IT enthusiasts a
perfect foundation to bring their IoT ideas to the real world. Although it applies to a various
type of scenarios, it is often utilized for indoor positioning [PBCA15] [KMU+14]. Now,
several organizations are in a steady development of their beacon type, of which the most
popular ones are Google, Apple, and AltBeacon and are competing on a regular basis [noa15].
For our system implementation, we used the Apple version of the beacon which we deter-
mined most suitable for our work. Several projects motivated our work regarding message
dissemination scenarios and indoor localization experiments based on similar technology.
For better perception, we divide our work into two parts: (i) message dissemination and (ii)
indoor user positioning (localization).
7.1.1 Message Dissemination
The Bluetooth Content Distribution Stations on Public Transport project [LC06] done by
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of California, called
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Bluespot, is an example of such system. The goal of the mentioned system is to provide users
an easy way of accessing interest-based information while using public transport (bus). The
central part of the Bluespot system is a station placed on a bus vehicle in the public transit
system. The station synchronizes data when in Wi-Fi range (central location, for example)
and uses Bluetooth Low Energy Beacon technology to distribute all the content to currently
boarded users. Even though the Bluespot system represents an order system, where users
before accessing their interest data have to place the order and wait for their data, it is an
excellent example of an interest-based message dissemination system where authors combine
two different technologies (Wi-Fi and BLE Beacons).
In [HCZY15] researchers made a proposal of interaction system between visitors and
collection in museum hall by using BLE iBeacon technology. The system is designed for
users to interact with museum items while taking a museum tour and uses a user proximity
and retention time. That means a specific user can receive more personalized information
regarding the subject in which he is interested. Another example of message dissemination
system by using BLE beacon technology is a project done by VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland, Oulu [TMKS13]. In this work, researchers are linking physical objects with its
semantic description and later broadcasting unique identifiers over BLE beacon technology.
This way a specific user, while using a specially made application, is aware of its surrounding
without a need for any previous interaction.
7.1.2 Indoor User Localization
Indoor localization represents any system that gives a precise position of a specific object
inside of a closed structure, such as an airport, subway, university, hospital and so on. It
would be relieving if Global Positioning System (GPS) works indoor as it works outdoor, but
its performance is questionable [OVLDL05]. Few improvements have been made, and every
research has something specific to offer. In [BFF17] researchers are trying to learn users
habits and their mobility pattern in public transport by using probe requests of users mobile
device through the collected data in the wireless access point. Researchers additionally
mentioned the possibility of transferring pieces of information to passengers, but it has not
been realized yet.
Researchers in [CSCY16] built a crowdsensing solution based on BLE beacons and
Bluetooth bracelets. From this, researchers are attempting to analyze user mobility patterns
through crowd detection. However, for the solution to function properly, users need to
carry Bluetooth bracelets around. Such method is not a flexible idea since users are more
likely to carry their smartphones than bracelets. Furthermore, receiving the information or
personalized messages through the system, researchers justify by connecting the bracelet to
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user’s smartphone which complicates the whole process. In our case, this entire process is
done directly by the smartphone, and no additional equipment is necessary whatsoever.
In [ZXY+10] researchers found a right way to localize users indoor, as well as outdoor
by merging two technologies (RFID and GPS), where they switch depending on where the
user is located. Regarding the indoor localization, they offer a solution where the user, when
moving indoor, needs to tap a passive RFID tag to the reader whenever he or she entered a
specific room or building area. The provided solution represents a good solution, but it asks
for the manual involvement of a user every time he/she switches the location. In this manner,
our solution operates automatically and recognizes a specific user every time his location
changes while building a user’s movement trajectory in a real-time. We need to note that user
location gets more accurate with growing number of devices.
7.2 Pilot Experiments
Evaluating the performances of the proposed system we carried out through two experiments.
In the first case, we give the performances and the statistics taken from the single beacon
device within ten days of monitoring. In the second case, we analyze the data collected
from the multiple beacon advertisers in 29 days. Also, from this last case, the data are used
for analyzing the space occupancy we analyze the data for space occupancy through user
positioning. For the evaluation of the performances of the proposed system, we used the
premises of the Faculty of Engineering and Telecommunications of Vigo in Spain. Faculty
building outlines a complex environment, where we had to take care of the BLE coverage,
which reduces it if the signal encounters an obstacle (walls, doors, inventory, and so on.).
Along the building area, several beacon advertisers were deployed and continuously served
users while entering and exiting the building area (Figure 7.1). After positioning all beacon
devices and making sure that we conceived a full coverage, we connected them all through
the building Wi-Fi infrastructure. Also, every device is easily accessible through the Secure
Shell (SSH) protocol, which connects all the devices to the iBeacon database and processes
the detected devices.
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Fig. 7.1 Field experiment map
The following sections present data collection, system performance, and evaluation
results. In data collection section we extract and analyze real-time data. System performance
shows us how the system behaves during the experimental period and how it collects the
data. For the evaluation process, we combine several system inputs and outputs, such as
user location, time of user detection, user location during the operations of discovery and
advertisement. From this we get knowledge about user mobility pattern and how does it
correlate with space occupancy. Regarding the building locations, we have eight monitoring
locations, which are Library, Main Hall, EMOffice, CPOffice, B004, AS07, AT213, and
AT218 (see Figure 7.1). Some of these locations, as we already know, present user gathering
points, such as Main Hall and Library. Other places Faculty uses for classes, workshops,
offices and gathering points. For better understanding, we group these locations into areas,
according to their use. From this, we have Classrooms area (AT213, AT218), Laboratories
area (AS07), Offices area (CPOffice, EMOffice) and Common Area (Library, Main Hall,
B004).
7.3 Single beacon data collection and the statistics
Here, we focus on the data collected during ten days period at the Faculty. In this scenario,
we extract data obtained by only one beacon device (B004 beacon device, see Figure 7.1)
from all the user smartphones that entered the beacon advertising area. After retrieving the
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data, we realized that total amount of all users device interactions with the system, through
single beacon advertising device, goes up to 12200 records. Every record is a different
communication between a user device and the system. For a better understanding of the
collected data, we separate the observation into two parts. The first part presents a view
where we obtain some statistics about the interaction: average interactions per days, hours
an minute of all collected data to get an average value of the user-system interaction. The
second part presents a stress test scenario from the obtained data. The reason for this is to
see how the system behaves in a situation where we have the highest number of interactions
during a specified period.
7.3.1 System average behavior
Before finding an average interaction, first, we classify the data on user Profile IDs. This way
we recognize all the user Profile IDs that were involved in the process of receiving a specific
beacon configuration after entering a broadcast area (see Figure 7.2). After that, we classify
recognized users per day period of monitoring the system. That is to say; we prepare the
field for calculating a total average of user device interactions per day (see Figure 7.3).
Fig. 7.2 Total count per user ID (MAC address)
Furthermore, monitored devices were entering and exiting the broadcast area on their
dynamic and we did not have any influence regarding their behavior whatsoever. Also, we
noticed that some users changed their position for a little bit or they did not change it at all,
during the monitoring period, which is due to their working environment (office, classroom,
and so on). As we can see from Figure 7.2, five user profile IDs, in a different percentage,
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entered the area during the period of recognizing and broadcasting process. Also, a total
amount of users with already mentioned user Profile IDs, or in other words, a total amount
of user MAC addresses found during a monitoring period of 10 days, is 23. For the sake of
user privacy we will not show collected MAC addresses but the substitute names that we
generated randomly.
After that, we find an average number of total users interactions per day, hour and minute.
To observe this, we first classify the total amount of interactions per day basis, and we make
the calculations (see Figure 7.3). The reason for this is to get the better understanding of
users dynamic, while they appeared in the broadcasting area. We also wanted to see how
many times does the system recognizes a specific user profile on an average basis.
Fig. 7.3 Total count of users recognition in 10 days period
From the calculation above we can see that users enter a specific broadcasting area at
least once per minute (see Figure 7.3: Average interaction per minute). Also, the system has
to deal with approximately 72,2 users, that has the same or different Profile ID, per hour basis.
We have to mention that the calculation does not contain days with 0 times of interactions
(11th and 12th of February) because during that period the Faculty was closed and not single
user entered the broadcasting area.
7.3.2 Stress test scenario
In this subsection, we will present a stress test scenario from the collected data. As already
mentioned, we do this to find the limit of the system behavior during the high network traffic
or high broadcasting demand. To recognize such action, first, we need to find a day with
the most significant network traffic. We need to extract the data with the most number of
interactions of user devices with the system, per day basis. From Figure 7.3 we can see
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what happened on 9th of February. On that day, the system interacted 5077 times with the
users and the other way around. After we found a day with the highest network traffic (see
Figure 7.3), we classify the user interaction by the hour, to get the closer look at the top peak
interactions (see Figure 7.4).
Fig. 7.4 Total count of users recognition per hour
From Figure 7.4, we see that the peak of user-system interaction is between 11 AM and
2 PM, while during the other time periods the number of interactions is lower. This behavior
is expected since most institutions with this profile work similarly, and it also gives us a
good picture of the period when users are coming to the Faculty and what areas are occupied
the most, assuming they carry their smart devices and the Bluetooth is active. After this, a
Faculty can efficiently evaluate and make some judgments and improvements according to
collected results.
Now we pick two periods of time with the most significant recognition count (see Figure
7.4). In our case, this was the period between 11h - 12h and 13h - 14h (see Figure 7.5). After
that, we divide them into a minute time slot and conclude.
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Fig. 7.5 Total count of combined user-system interactions in hour time slot period
Figure 7.5 shows two combined 1 hour time periods, taken from a whole day period
of 9th of February, where we had the highest network traffic. We can see that three users
involve actively in the recognition, as well as in the beacon broadcasting process, while only
one user partially engages between 11h - 12h period. Minute time slot shows how many
times a specific user profile got recognized and how many times the same user received a
beacon broadcast configuration. We demonstrate this in two different minute time periods
following the same procedure of finding the high period network traffic (see Figure 7.6).
Fig. 7.6 Total count of combined user-system interactions in minute time slot period
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From the previous observation, we can conclude that in a first-minute time slot (see
Figure 7.6) the system recognize a specific user four times. This information also tells us
that all users are receiving their related beacon configurations approximately every 11,55
seconds. In the other case where we have different minute time slot (see Figure 7.6), a
specific user appeared five times. This info tells us that all the user profiles that entered the
beacon broadcasting area receive their corresponding beacon configuration on an average
interval of 11,72 seconds.
In our opinion, the observation results are promising, and the system shows the ability to
support higher demands. We have to keep in mind that the observation is conducted only for
one beacon advertising device while serving specific beacon configurations to different users.
Also, the system can be expanded to multiple beacon devices that represent the same area of
coverage. In that case, we can facilitate the work of a single broadcasting beacon device by
adding more beacon devices with an identical configuration. That said, the signal coverage
area would be higher.
We have to mention that the user discovery and the advertising process are customizable.
An iBeacon device has its beacon configuration which works uniquely for that iBeacon
device. That said, the device configuration can be adjusted manually to accomplish the
discovery and advertising process depending on the required situation.
We have tested a single iBeacon device to process every two seconds, and it behaved
satisfying with few information droppings. More specifically, ten smart devices were simul-
taneously participating, and iBeacon device recognized every user request. However, the
User Profile ID database (UPIDDB) failed to recognize every user request sent from the
iBeacon device. We think that such behavior has to do with the iBeacon database lack of
hardware resources, and for better processing, it demands a dedicated server since in our
case the UPIDDB was installed on the same Raspberry device as the iBeacon advertiser.
7.4 Multiple beacon data collection and the statistics
In this case, as mentioned earlier, we collect and analyze data from multiple beacon advertis-
ers. The experiment was conducted in 29 days straight, when the building was in its usual
working routine process, from 8 AM to 9 PM ( students attending classes, teachers working
with students, students attending exams and studying in the library). After collecting and
extracting all the data from the iBeacon database the total number of inputs in the database
was 25,660. This number further shows us that the interactions of all discovered users and
the system were the same as the number of database inputs before stated. By interaction,
we express discovery and advertisement process altogether. After we extracted the data
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from the iBeacon database, we found that a total number of discovered and served users
during the experiment period was 121 (see Figure 7.7). Interactions of detected users also
present how they used the system during the period experiment. It is important to mention
that no influence on users was done, regarding their smart devices and activating the BLE
protocol, whatsoever. For the sake of user privacy, we had to change user’s MAC addresses
for randomly generated names. This way it is also straightforward to explain the whole
process. Figure 7.7 presents discovered users and their interactions with the system. The
interesting thing to notice is that one user (User Kimiko) had more interactions than all the
other user in the whole monitoring period (13,654). Reason for such behavior is that this user
interacted with the system during nonworking hours (from 9 PM to 8 AM). In that manner,
we exclude this user from further analysis, and we analyze him separately in the following
section.
Fig. 7.7 Discovered users in a period of 29 days
Next, we review the system usage from several points of view and divide it into days
and hours. Such report tells us at what specific time the system was involved in a message
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dissemination process, as well as in a user discovery process. From Figure 7.8 we see that
system had several usage peaks, especially on working days, which presents a typical working
routine. Also, we can notice how in three cases (three range of dates) between 18th to 22nd of
September, 2nd to 6th of October and 9th to 13th of October interactions are increasing with
the beginning of the week (Monday) and achieving their peak on Wednesday or Thursday. In
the third case, we notice that we have 0 interactions on 12th of October (Thursday) since this
was a nonworking day. In the fourth case (from 25th to 29th of September) interactions were
decreasing, with Monday (25th of September) as a day with the most interactions.
Fig. 7.8 System interactions per day
Fig. 7.9 System usage per hour
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Fig. 7.10 Date/Hour ratio 0 to 1000 interactions
Fig. 7.11 Date/Hour ratio 1000 interactions and more
Next, we analyzed the hour peak time of system usage. According to Figure 7.9, we
can tell that the system was mostly used from 9 AM to 1 PM. This peak time shows that
the majority of students classes are in the morning hours. It also shows us at what time
the building becomes a more crowded place. We see when the day goes down, in the same
manner, the system usage slowly drops, until the next working day at around 8 AM. If we
go even into a more further examination, we can extract the date/hour ratio, and find out on
what days, during the experimental period, users interacted mostly with the system on an
hourly basis. So, to get a more precise picture, we divided the user/system total interactions
into two groups. The first group presents the interactions from 0 to 1000 total interactions
(see Figure 7.10) and the second group gives the interactions from 1000 total interactions
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to more (Figure 7.11). We base these interactions on a sum of hourly periods through all
monitored days. From the first group (see Figure 7.10) we know that the busiest hour was
around 3 PM, especially on days such as September 19, October 2 and October 5. From the
second group (see Figure 7.11) the busiest hour was at around 11 AM almost every working
day.
7.5 Results
As already mentioned in the previous section, user Kimiko interacted with the system 13,654
times, which is the most significant interaction during the experiment period of 29 days. We
can notice that user was active through all 29 days, especially from 22nd of September until
26th of September and then again from 7th of October until 13th of October (see Figure
7.12). What is interesting to mention is that we noticed how user Kimiko is interacting with
the system during night hours, what can be seen clearly from Figure 7.13. This info tells us
that he leaves his device on the premises of the Faculty.
Figure 7.14 shows the total count of user interaction with the system in all days combined
per hour. This output tells us that he was continuously involved with the system, which
proves our statement that the user was leaving his device (either computer, laptop, some
personal smart device) always active and in scanning mode.
Fig. 7.12 User Kimiko interaction with the system
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Fig. 7.13 User Kimiko - 1 hour time period
Fig. 7.14 User Kimiko - Total count of user activity
In the end, we see how user never changed his location and was consistently present in
one area (see Figure 7.15). This information is extracted from the iBeacon database as well,
and it is explained later in the following section.
Fig. 7.15 User Kimiko location
7.5.1 Space Occupancy Through User Positioning
To get a better insight into a space occupation and indoor activities, we have to go into the
investigation that contains several components. First, we analyze a location/date ratio where
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we get a better knowledge of a daily user interaction per building area. Second, we proceed
with location/hour ratio and the dependence of these two variables. Lastly, we combine users
and their interactions through building locations and how they correspond one to other.
Location/Date Ratio
Going deeper into the investigation of how users interact with the system in different building
areas, we realized that the Common area was the most crowded area in the experimental
period (see Figure 7.16).
Fig. 7.16 Total interactions per area
Further analysis shows that the users intend to interact with the system mostly at the
Main Hall location (see Figure 7.17).
Fig. 7.17 Total interactions per building area
From this information, we see nothing unusual since building cafeteria is also part of
Main Hall location, so it is not a surprise that this location was the most crowded place in
the experimental period. Again, user/system interaction in this case (Main Hall) followed
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the similar pattern (see Figure 7.18) of interactions with the slightly increased number of
interactions between October 2 and October 6, comparing to other days in the experimental
period (see Figure 7.18). This figure also gives us the interactions of every location divided
by days.
Fig. 7.18 Daily interactions per building area
Location/Hour Ratio
Regarding the location/hour ratio (see Figure 7.19) and how building locations are used in
that aspect, we know for example that the users tend to occupy the location AT218 between 9
AM and 1 PM, and location AT213 between 11 AM and 1 PM. Mentioned area (Classrooms
area) is a subject of regularly held classes at the Faculty, and from user/system interactions
we see how this area is being used and in what period. Figure 7.20 presents the area/hour
ratio and how users interacted with the system.
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Fig. 7.19 Location/Hour ratio
Fig. 7.20 Area/Hour ratio
User/Location Ratio
The last thing we analyze is the user/location ratio. The reason for that is to find out the user’s
position and their movement through building areas. First, we separate recognized users by
their location interaction (see Figure 7.21). From Figure 7.22 we notice how the system
discovered four users in all monitored locations (8 locations). Also, we notice how these four
users interacted with the system mostly in the classrooms building area, locations AT213 and
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AT218 (see Figure 7.22). Furthermore, seven users participated in the system interactions in
7 locations (see Figure 7.22), and we can see their specific interactions from Figure 7.22 as
well. We consider these users active (dynamic) users since they have changed their locations
more often through all building areas in comparison to the others which interacted with the
system but mostly from one location (see Figure 7.23).
Fig. 7.21 User/Location ratio
Fig. 7.22 Dynamic users example
Fig. 7.23 Static users example
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7.6 Insight
As mentioned before, the system can extract the location of users in real-time while interacting
with them. When the specific user and the system interact, a piece of information is sent
from the system to the user. That advert can represent information about user’s interest
or some regular broadcast message regarding global notification (in our case, the student
receives the info about his exam, changes in the Faculty calendar, global Faculty news,
and so on). For the action of reading the message that is being sent, user’s phone needs to
have an installed application that recognizes a BLE iBeacon signal that represents specific
information relevant to the user. During the message dissemination process, the system also
recognizes the location where the user is currently positioned. In other words, the system
recognizes when the user changes its location. Also, an important thing to mention is that the
user discovery and the advertising process are customizable. In other words, every iBeacon
device has its beacon configuration which works uniquely for that iBeacon device. That
said, the device configuration can be adjusted manually to accomplish the discovery and
advertising process depending on the situation. For example, in a crowded area, an iBeacon
device can be configured to process requests more often (every second or more). We have
tested a single iBeacon device to process every two seconds, and it behaved satisfying with
some information droppings. Ten smart user devices were simultaneously participating, and
iBeacon device recognized every user request. However, the iBeacon database failed to
recognize every user request sent from the iBeacon device. We think that such behavior has
to do with the iBeacon database lack of hardware resources. As a reminder, our iBeacon
database is based on Raspberry Pi device with the integrated primary Wi-Fi network card. In
this work, a specific user is identified once every minute, as we find this discovery/advertising
time range more suitable for our experiment. A configuration may change over time and
in response to changing circumstances. We have to mention that the system can be divided
and it is scalable in that sense. Advertising part can function separately from the indoor user
localization, but when used together, it gives a useful tool for advertising data and giving a
better insight into specific space usage (space occupancy).
Optionally, our solution offers a user profile categorization by applying a predefined user
interest taxonomy to the system and thus using fewer devices which advertise different data
to users found in beacon proximity. A single beacon device, in our solution, can interact
with various user profiles, and simultaneously advertise dynamic data to those profiles. That
is to say, a single beacon device in our solution can operate in a mode where it associates
with different advertisements and in the same moment can advertise multiple information to
nearby smart devices. With this approach we also lower network wireless load and network
infrastructure complexity by reducing the number of beacon devices needed. However,
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in our faculty case, we could differentiate the users according to their position and their
movements. By doing this, we can automatically separate them into different profiles. Also,
this information helps to develop a personalized notification system and reduces the need
for predefined user profile categorization. It could also help us to explore the possibility of
discovery potential user profiles. As mentioned before, user profiles represent an optional
part of the system, where they can be predefined according to a specific taxonomy. Whenever
a predefined user appears in the building broadcasting area, it gets recognized by the system
and corresponding information is sent to his smart device. New users, or newcomers, are
identified as visitors and are a subject of a potential regular user (e.g., newcomers becoming
students, professors or faculty staff). In the previous chapters, we focused on how the users
have to be predefined according to some taxonomy. In this work, we try to recognize the
users according to their position and how this position changes.
Supposing that we already know building locations where users interact and combining
them with user interactions, we can assume their user profile. We have to mention that this
does not mean that a specific user has to correspond to a particular profile, but it helps to
narrow down a user segmentation to profiles. In our case, during almost one month and
constant area monitoring, we assume that users presented in Figure 7.22 are a potential
student or a teacher profile, according to their interactions with the system. All four users
(8 locations table) interacted mostly in two mentioned locations (AT213, AT218) which is
the Faculty classrooms area. Another example would be a static user that rarely changes its
location. Here, we take the example of 3 users that are regularly seen in EM_Office location.
Here we notice that users concentration was almost all of the time in one area. By that, we
assume that these users are part of Faculty staff, either teacher, administrative staff since we
know that such user profile mostly uses this area. However, to be positively sure how specific
user could correspond to a different profile, longer and more detailed analysis is needed.
7.7 Discussion
This chapter proposes an innovative solution for advertising information and supporting
organizations to get a better insight into their space usage by utilizing Bluetooth Low
Energy beacons. Field experiment explains how the system behaves in discovering users and
advertising information to detected users. It also gives an insight of the space occupancy while
users interact with the system. The results provide us a closer look at system performance.
The developed system is flexible and can be incorporated easily into already built infras-
tructure, not ruining its scalability. Moreover, the experiment supported us to find a pattern
in the way how to extract users’ behavior from their movements in a particular environment
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through system monitoring. Our system presents an inexpensive solution that functions
on a small device such as Raspberry Pi. By discovering users and sending corresponding
information, it can improve organizational, operational efficiency, understand user pattern
and send different data to identified users. The only condition for the solution to be functional
is that users need active Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) on their smart device.
This chapter is a part of the work that is currently under the review of the Wireless
Communications and Mobile Computing Journal (ISSN: 1530-8677).
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
This work presents the dynamic interest-based system for dense-communication scenarios.
Also, it describes how to overcome the static nature of a basic beacon hardware devices and
implement a dynamism through the specific taxonomy of interests derived from the basic
BLE iBeacon architecture. While the current work is a promising start in building dynamic
message dissemination and indoor localization environment, it is only the beginning and
extensive research work in smart environments that this system can aid remains. First, the
dynamic system can lower down the costs of the smart environment by reducing the number
of devices to interact with different user profiles in a specific area. Second, reducing the
number of devices affects the network congestion that otherwise may be a potential problem
when many sensor devices share data.
In this thesis, we gave the solution where a part of the processing job is shifted and
assigned to the beacon device. Such method can help us to overcome already discussed
problem of possible application over-processing, discussed in Chapter 6. It does that by
identifying and serving simultaneously many user profiles and can have a notable potential
in any message propagation or collecting data environment. Regarding the limits of the
proposed system, we have tested a single iBeacon device to process every two seconds, given
in Chapter 4, and it behaved satisfying with few information droppings. More specifically,
ten smart devices were simultaneously participating, and iBeacon device recognized every
user request. However, this part needs additional testing since the User Profile ID database
(UPIDDB) failed to recognize every user request sent from the iBeacon device. We think
that such behavior has to do with the iBeacon database lack of hardware resources, and for
better processing, it demands a dedicated server since in our case the UPIDDB was installed
on the same Raspberry device as the iBeacon advertiser.
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In the first phase of the thesis, we experimented in the beacon broadcasting area due to
lack of real experiments. Through several scenarios where the broadcasting depended on
the number of beacon devices and distance between them, we have concluded that faster
growth of network latency is likely to happen in the case when beacon devices are in a closer
range of advertising. This information was one of the first motivations of the idea of dynamic
broadcasting and lowering down a potential impact in a particular network broadcasting
environment.
In the second phase, the point of interest was explicitly the ibeacon broadcasting envi-
ronment and its potential. From here, we outlined the problem of static broadcasting and
introduced the dynamic concept of interests. This phase is done by combining the ibeacon
basic architecture along with the interest-based mechanism, what we later describe as the
taxonomy of interests. In this context, we developed the solution where a single beacon
device can simultaneously broadcast different user topics that are related to different user
interests. From that, one dynamic beacon device replaces a need for several beacon devices
that would otherwise be required for the same process.
In the last phase, we put our solution in function by testing it in the real environment. In
this sense, we test the dynamic beacon concept as an indoor solution for space occupancy.
The experimenting takes place in the faculty area where the system proved to have a potential
to be an inexpensive solution for indoor monitoring, student attendance checking, space
occupancy and environment behavior analysis.
Including dynamic beacon concept more actively into the process of disseminating
message might help in many areas. Additionally, such system can be a perfect solution in the
message dissemination environments where implementing complex infrastructure, such as
Wi-Fi, is not mandatory or convenient. That being said, the proposed solution can be used in
different situations like:
• Hospital system through indoor localization, where the hospital personnel patients
are in charge of different patient groups. Thus, the doctor when in beacon proximity
can receive the update and the location of his patients without any extra processing or
previously establishing the connection.
• Space analytics, by user monitoring through their movements while they use differ-
ent building assets. Such analytics might be useful to building managers for better
management of the building environment.
• Any extending of cloud computing to the edge of an enterprise’s network, better known
as Fog computing, where the operation of computing, networking services, and storage
is facilitated between end devices and cloud computing data centers.
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In summary, we believe that the proposed system can provide a strong foundation on
which future smart environments, with more flexible message dissemination solutions can be
built.
8.2 Future work
We have to take into consideration that these are the preliminary results, and for the future
work, we plan to implement the system through all Faculty areas and along with obtaining
student attendance through more extensive tests. We also expect to pair the dynamic beacon
solution with the corresponding application. The application would be installed on users’
phones and interact with students on a daily basis by sending them interest-based information.
Furthermore, adjusting the solution to work with different technologies is one of the vital
future steps since it at the moment it supports only the iBeacon Apple technology. Also, the
solution is based on the BLE 4.2 specification, and we plan to introduce the Bluetooth 5
technology, which proved to be more advanced.
The additional part would be collecting student movement data that later would be
processed for better space analytics as discussed in Chapter 7. This idea is still in its infancy,
and it is directly related to the extracting data of discovered users from beacon devices,
which can help us to be aware of the environmental behavior. That functionality, in our
case, could easily help faculty management to recognize possible valuable inputs for any
further development and to adjust the organization strategy. Furthermore, data collection and
analysis derived from extracting the data might provide different pattern recognition as a
basis for data predictions and machine learning concept.
Furthermore, there are some privacy and security issues that this work has not addressed.
For example, sharing data in a smart environment presents a problem, especially if it is
sensitive. In this context, a particular third party security model has to be used for securing
the interacting process. However, implementing a security mechanism in a whole process
may introduce additional congestion and latency problems, which requires further testing
and experimenting.
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